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(ABSTRACT)
i

A (bounded linear) operator J on a Hilbert space is said to be jordan if J = S + N

where S = S* and N2 = 0. The operator T is subjordan if T is the restriction of a jordan

operator to an invariant subspace, and pure subjordan if no nonzero restriction of T to

an invariant subspace is jorda.n. The main operator theoretic result of the paper is that

a compact subset of the real line is the spectrum of some pure subjordan operator if and

only if it is the closure of its interior. The result depends on understanding when the

operator D = 0 + é : L2(;.a) —> L2(v) is closable. Here 0 is an L2(u) function, p and

11 are two finite regular Borel measures with compact support on the real line, and the

domain of D is taken to be the polynomials. Approximation questions more general than

what is needed for the operator theory result are also discussed. Specifically, an explicit

characterization of the closure of the graph of D for a large class of (0,p, 1/) is obtained,

and the closure of the graph of D in other topologies is analyzed. More general results

concerning spectral synthesis in a certain class of Banach algebras and extensions to the

complex domain are also indicated.
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1. Introduction.

l

A (bounded, linear) operator J on a Hilbert space IC is said to be jordan (of order

two) if J = S+N where S = S*, SN = NS and N2 = 0. We say that the operator T on

H is subjordan if there is a Hilbert space IC D H and a jordan operator J on IC such that

H is invariant for J and T = JIH. The subjordan operator T is said to be pure if there

is no nonzero invariant subspace Hg for T for which the restriction To = T|’H0 is jordan.

We say that a compact subset K of the real line IR is regularly closed if and only if K is

the closure of its interior. We can now state one of the main res11lts of this paper.

THEOREM A. (See Theorem 3.17) A compact subset K of the real line arises as the spec-

trum o(T) of a pure subjordan operator T if and only ifK is regularly closed.

For the proof of Theorem A we use the model for subjordan operators given by Ball

and Helton [BH] to deduce a model for pure subjordan operators. Characterizing these

models requires characterizing when a differential operator of a certain class is closable.

We actually obtain results on the closure of the graph of such a differential operator more

general than what are required for the proof of Theorem A which should be of interest in

their own right.

We now discuss the approximation question which comprises a large portion of the

paper. We consider two finite compactly supported measures ,u and 1/ on the real line and

a complex valued function 0 in L2(u). Define an operator D from L2(u) into L2(u) with

domain equal to the polynomials in L2(u) by

Dp = 9p + ip-
da:

A main interest of this paper is the study of the closure of the graph of D

Q = {p EB Dp : p a. polynomial}

in L2(u) 6) L2(u). For a large class of (it, 1/, 0) we obtain a complete explicit description of

the closure Q' of Q. As corollaries we are able to give complete characterizations of when

l
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D is closable (i.e. Q' contains no nonzero elements of the form 0 (B g) as well as of when

G is dense in L2(;i) 69 L2(l/).

To describe our results in detail, let d1/ = wdx + 1/,;,,9 be the Lebesgue decomposition

of 1/ with respect to Lebesgue measure dx on IR. When w(x) = 0 define 1/w(x) = oo. An

interval I is said to be an interval of local integrability for 1/w if ff jädx < oo for every

compact subinterval [a, b] C I; here none, either one or both endpoints of I may belong to

I. An interval I (possibly open, closed or half open - half closed) is said to be a maximal

interval of local integrability (MILI) for 1/w if 1/w is locally integrable over I but no

interval strictly containing I has this property. The collection of all MILI’s for 1/w forms

a partitioning of a subset of the support spptv of 1/. For I an MILI, denote by (Q|I)' the

closure of Q in L2(p|I) QB L2(1/|I Our first result shows how the characterization of Q-

can be localized to MILI’s.

Tm:oREM B. (see Lemma 2.16 and Corollary 2.8) A given h EB k E L2(1/) is in Q" if and

only if(h® k)|I is in (§|I)‘ for each MILIIfor1/w. Moreover, h€B
k is in Q" ifand only

ifh (B ka is in the closure 0fQ in L2(1t) G) L2(wdx), where k = ka + k, is the decomposition

ofk E L2(l/) with ka E L2(wdx) and k, E L2(1/,;,,9).

4 As a consequence of this localization result, characterizing Q' in L2(p)®L2(1/) reduces

to the case where 1/ = wdx and spptu is a MILI for 1/w. The analysis for this reduced

case splits into eight cases summarized in Table 2.1. For five of the eight cases, we have

a complete explicit characterization of
§“;

the remaining three remain open, although we

have a natural conjecture for the form of Q- for these cases as well which we can verify

for some simple examples. We also give examples to verify that all cases are not vacuous.

We present here the simplest sample result.

THEOREM C. (Type 1 in Table 2.1) Suppose 1/ = wdx, 8pptl/ is the closed interval I = [a,b]

and ff mädx < oo. Then a function hä}; k 6 L2(,u)®L2(wdx) is in Q- ifand only if there
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exists a function hl such that

(i) hl is absolutely continuous on I

(ii) h = hl li — a.e.

(fü) @@(”)h1(¤=) = h1(¤) + f§°(@Gk)(¢)d¢
where@(2:)For

the general case the following partial result is sufficient for many purposes.

THEoREM D. (see Corollary 2.18) Suppose v = wdx and spptu is a MILI I for 1/w.

Suppose that a function h @ k E L2(p) EB L2(wda:) satislies (i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem B,

where a is some point in I, as well as

(iv) h 6) k has compact support in I.

Then h QB k E
Q‘.

Using these general results concerning Q“
we are able to obtain complete answers to

when D is closable and (the opposite extreme) when Q is dense.

THEoREM E. (see Theorem 2.24) The operator D = 0 + é : L2(p) —+ L2(u) is closable if

and only ifv is absolutely continuous (so dv = wdcc), the union of the MILI’s for 1/w is

a carrier for wdx, and the complement of spptp contains no intervals in a MILI for 1/w.

To give the characterization of when Q is dense in L2(p) EB L2(1/) we need a definition.

lf I is a. MILI for 1/w with endpoints a and b (which may or may not be in I), we define

an auxiliary interval J(= J(I to be an interval with the same endpoints as I such that

(i) a E J if and only if oo for some 6 > 0

and

(ii) b E J if and only if fbb_6 e2R°9(‘)w(t)'ldt < oo for some 6 > 0.

Here ®(t) = jl 0(s)ds where 1:0 is an arbitrary point of I. It turns out that always

J D I. We can now state the result concerning the density of Q.

THEoR1:M F. (see Theorem 2.31)
Q“

= L2(p) QB L2(v) (where du = wdz + 1/,;,,,,) if and
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only if, for each MILI I for 1/w, either

(i) ;l|I is a single point mass and J = I

or(ii) ,u|I = 0 and J \ I has at most one point.

Special cases of Theorem F were suggested by J. Agler (private communication).

Similar results hold for the closure of Q in L"(p) Q)
L"’(u)

where 1 S p < oo. In the

case 1 < p < oo one works with MILI’s for w"'q (where %+ ä = 1) rather than for w‘1;

if p = 1 one works with maximal intervals on which 1/w is locally essentially bounded.

We also consider the closure of Q (for the special case 0 = 0) in the uniform norm of

C(E) 69 C(E), where E is a compact subset of IR and C(E) is the space of continuous

functions on E. The result for this case is much simpler to state. Let the interior of E

be expressed as the countable disjoint union of open intervals intE = U}(a;,b;) and set

E = UQ[dg,b;].

THEOREM G. (see Theorems 2.33 and 2.40) Let E be a compact subset of IR. The function

h ® k E C(E) is in the closure ofg in the norm ofC(E) (B C(E) ifand only if

(i) h|E is absolutely continuous

and

61) ME = (%h)|E.

From this result we read off that (for 0 = 0) D is closable as an operator from C(E)

to C if and only if E is the closure of its interior and that Q is uniformly dense in

C 6) C(E) if and. only if E has empty interior.

The study of subjordan operators was initiated by Helton in [H1], [H2], [H3] and has

continued in [BH], [Agl], [Ag2]. Included in some of this work are some results concerning

such generalizations as complex subjordan operators of higher order (T is the restriction

of M + N to an invariant subspace where M is normal, M commutes with N and Nk = 0
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for some positive integer k) and commuting n-tuples of complex subjordan operators. Our

result Theorem A is an analogue for pure subjordan operators of the result of Clancey

and Putnam [CP] which characterizes the spectrum of a pure subnormal operator.

The closability of a differential operator as discussed above is closely connected with

the closability of a Diricblet form as discussed by Fukushima in the motivation there

is the Beurling-Deny theory of Markovian semigroups. In particular our Theorem E has a

large intersection with Theorem 2.1.4 in (see also [Ham]). There has also been interest

in the closure of the graph Q in the uniform topology (as in Theorem G) for E a general

compact subset of the plane. Bishop [B1], [B2] and Agler [A2] have given conditions on E

for Q to be dense and Fixman and Rubel [FR] have given conditions for D to be closable.

A complete characterization of Q' as in Theorem G appears to be quite difficult for a

general E C (Il. These authors also consider the closure of the more general manifold

{p Q p' Q · · · Q pl") : p a polynornial (or rational)} in C(E) Q3 -· - 59 C(E),

Our technique for all the different Banach space norms considered is a straightforward

duality analysis. We first obtain an explicit characterization of the annihilator Qi of Q in

the dual space. We then compute
Q‘

as the preannihilator LQL of the annihilator. By

restricting to the real line setting, a.l1 the calculations can be carried out quite far in an

explicit form. This enables us to obtain an explicit characterization of the closure Q- for

most cases.

From [B1], [B2], [FR] it appears that generalizations to planar domains will be quite

difficult. Nevertheless we conjecture the following qualitative generalization of Theorem

A to complex subjordan operators which is very much in the spirit of the local spectral

result of Clancey and Putnam for pure subnormal operators. Let us say that the operator

T is complex subjordan if T is the restriction of M + N to an invariant subspace, where

M is normal, M commutes with N and N2 = 0. We say that T is pure complex subjordan

if T has no nonzero invariant subspace on which it is complex jordan. For E a compact
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subset of the plane, let R2(E) be the closure of {r (B
1·’

: r rational with no poles in E} in

the uniform norm of C(E)

(BCoNJEc'rUnE:The compact subset K of the plane is the spectrum of some pure complex

subjordan operator T if and only if R2(K FI D) 96 C(K V1 D) 6) C(K V1 D) whenever D is

an open disk intersecting K in a nonempty set.

By using Theorem A combined with Theorem G, one can easily check that the con-

jecture is correct if K C IR. Conceivably one might be able to prove the conjecture in

general without the detailed knowledge of R2(K) analogous to Theorem G.

We also mimic techniques used to model subjordans to do the same for complex

subjordans in the case where the operator is cyclic. As before, the complex subjordan

lives on the closure of a graph of a differential operator but here the closability of the

latter operator is not a consequence of the construction in the pure case. Hence the

precision of the real case is absent. We are able though to obtain a generalization of

Bram’s [Br] model for cyclic subnormals and use this to give conditions for when the

complex subjordan operator is actually complex jordan or pure.

Furthermore, as an application to the complete characterization of the closure of the

graph of D = 0 -|- d/da: given in Theorem C, we consider the Banach algebra A of L2(p)-

functions defined by

[ IQ] A = G'
where = ||h||}J,(“) -|- ||Dh||i,(„) for h E A. We argue that the maximal ideal space

of A is the support of the measure p, here a closed interval in IR. Moreover A is shown

to be semi-simple and regular, and thus the question of spectral synthesis is addressed

and answered aflirmatively: Every closed set in the maximal ideal space of A is a set of

spectral synthesis. This work expands on results given by Sarason [S] andJorgensenChapter

2 develops the needed duality machinery and proves the general results on
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the closure of Q in L2(p) Q} L2(1/) as listed in Theorems B·D and in Table 2.2. Chapter

2.a uses these results to characterize when D is closable (Theorem E) while Chapter 2.b

characterizes when Q is dense. Chapter 2.c indicates the modifications needed to compute

Q' in the other norms which we consider. Chapter 3 sets down the model for pure

subjordan operators and uses the results of Chapter 2 to prove Theorem A. The Banach

algebra application is pursued in Chapter 4 and finally in Chapter 5, complex subjordan

operators are the focus.



2. The Closure of the Graph of a Differential Operator.

In order to keep the notation more manageable, we investigate the closure of the graph

Q of D = 0 + d/dx only for the case p = 2. Later in this chapter we will indicate the

modifications needed for general p, 1 $ p < oo. We also include results for closure of Q in

the uniform topology in C(E) EB C'(E), where C(E) is the space of continuous functions

on the compact set E in IR.

We begin by posing the problem and introducing the notation and terminology that

will be used. Let p and 11 be two finite, positive measures both with support contained

in [0,1]. Let m (or equivalently dz) represent Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. Denote by

u = 11,, + u, the Lebesgue decomposition of v with respect to m, where Ua << m and

1/, .|. m. (Note: throughout this paper the symbol “<<" reads
“is

absolutely continuous

with respect
to”,

while “.L” reads
“is

singula.r
to”

when referring to measures.) If we

let dv/dm = w E L1(dm), then L2(v) splits as L2(wdm) 65 L2(1/,), and for every k E

L2(v),k = ka ® k, where ka E L2(wdm) and k, E L2(u,).

For 0 E L2(u) define D : L2(p) —> L2(u) via

Dp = ßp + p'

for all polynomials p, and let

G = {p 6B Dp : p a polynomial}

denote the graph of D in L2(p) (B L2(v).

In the proofs of the following results a key observation is that

6 6dm = idw,
G G w _

since wdm = dv,. Thus 1/w E L1(m|[a,b]) if and only if 1/w E L2(v,|[a,b]). Now let

F E L2(u). Then, as mentioned above, F can be written as F, (B F, with F., E L2(wdm)

8
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and F, E L2(1/,). Since 11, .L m, |F|dm = |F,,|dm and it follows that

b b 1 1
Ä

IFldm =Ä |FI;dv« S llFllL°(¤.)ll;llL°(¤.|[a,b])· (2-1)

Thus L2(1/„|[a,b]) can be continuously embedded into L1(m|[a,b]) when ff édm < oo.

We will see that for hä) k E
G“,

if we let k = ka 69]:, be the Lebesgue decomposition of

k, then k, can be chosen independently of both h and ka. This fact and (2.1) will enable

us to restrict our attention to intervals over which 1/w is integrable in a local sense. We

therefore define the following terms and notation.

Definition 2.2. A property P is said to be local for an interval I, written H„(I), if it

holds for every compact subinterval [c,d] Q I. This will be applied specifically to P : f is

Lebesgue integrable over I, and P : f is absolutely continuous over I. We write these as

f E L}oc(I) and f E AC;,,(I), respectively.

Thus f E AC;,„,(I) implies that

y
f(y) - f(«’=) = L f'(¢)d¢

for all x, y E I.

Definition 2.3. An interval I will be termed a maximal interval of local integrability,

(MILI) for a function f, if f is L}oc(I), and if J is any other interval such that J 3 I with

f E L}oc(J), then J = I.

The thrust of our analysis of the norm closure of Q relies on partitioning the support

of 1/, into MILI’s for 1/w, and directing our attention to one such interval. Towards this,

let I be a. MILI for 1/w and for some point lg E I, let

@(z) = 0(t)dt. (2.4)

Then, by observation (2.1), G E AC;„(I Later we sha.ll see that G) plays a vital role in

the determination of Q' in certain circumstances.
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Definition 2.4. For a point p 6 ]R and for a function f 2 0, we say p is right integmble

for f, written p is RI(f), if for sufficiently small 6 > 0,

P+6

/
fdm < oo.

P

Similarly, we say p is left integrable for f, written p is LI(f), if for sufficiently small 6 > 0,

P
fdm < oo.

p-6

If p is not right integrable for f, we write p is NRI(f). Similarly we define the notation

NLI(f

Now suppose I, with endpoints a and b, is a MILI for 1/w. We shall see that the

characterization of Q' depends on whether or not the function 1/w and e2R°9(l/w) are

right integrable at a, and similarly left integrable at b. Thus for each MILI I for 1/w, we

define a corresponding interval J, with the same endpoints a and b as I, but where a 6 J

if a is RI(e2R°91/w), and b 6 J if b is LI(e2R°91/w).

As noted where 1/w is integrable, (9 is absolutely continuous by (2.1), and hence

e2R°G is bounded. That is, integrability of 1/w implies integrability of e2R°91/w. Thus

I is always a subset of J. From this and the symmetry of some cases, we have six

qualitatively different types of intervals I which are MILI’s for 1/w:

(T.1): I = [a,b] = J

(T.2): I = (a,b) = J

(T.3): I = [a,b) = J

(T.4): I = (a,b),J = [a,b]

(T.5): I = [a,b),J = [a,b]

(T.6): I = (a,b),J = [a,b)

When I is of the first three types, the problem is tota.lly solved. The next two types

are handled under an additional assumption, and the last type remains an open question.
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A table of examples of a.ll these cases, with or without the additional assumption, will be

provided after the presentation and proofs of the results.

Definition 2.5. Let Ö denote the submanifold of L2(}1) Q L2(v) consisting of all h Q k

such that h and k satisfy the following: if I is an interval with endpoints a and b which

is a MILI for 1/w, and J is the corresponding interval determined by the integrability of

then

there exists a function hl E ACl„(I) so that hl = h il- a.e., and

I

6@<=>6l(x) - 6@<¤>6l(y) = / (e9k)(t)dt; (2.6.1)
v

ifa E J\I, then for m- a.e. 27 E J,

9 I
(e hl)(a:) = (e9k)(t)dt, (2.6.2)

G

and similarly, if b E J \ I, then for m- a.e. :2: E J,

6
-(6@6,)(6) = / (e9k)(t)dt. (2.6.2,)

I

(We should note that 2.6.1 makes sense because eek E L}oc(J); to see this, let C be a

compact subinterval of J. Then since e9/w E L2(wdm|J) and k E L2(wdm|J), we have

egkdar = /(69/w)kwd2: =< eg/w,k >L¤(,„d„,|C)< oo.)
0 0

The conjecture is that Ö = Q-, and our first theorem gives the inclusion in one direction:

Q" C Ö. A few points should be made about the definition of . First of all, if k = ka +k,,

notice that no restriction has been placed on k,. Secondly, for the absolutely continuous

extension hl of h chosen, ka = 0hl + hQ m- a.e. on I. Also given h there may be more

than one absolutely continuous extension of h satisfying (2.6.2) of Definition 2.6 for some

k. Thus for a given h there may not be a unique ka so that h Q k isinFor

instance, if p consists of exactly one point mass in J, (2.6.2) places no restriction

on the pair h Q k. Similarly, if it consists of two point masses in J, say 10 and yo, then
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the only restriction is that

for an absolutely continuous extension hl of h. On the other hand, if [1 = m, (2.6.2) is

a very stiff requirement. We also note that since L2(;1) consists of equivalence classes, to

show a pair h 65 k E Ö is in Q', we may use the absolutely continuous extension hl of h

in place of h, since hl = h p a.e.

Much of our analysis is based on considering Q' as a double orthogonal complement

(§J·)·‘· of G. Towards this we characterize Gl in the following lemma. For convenience,

we assume that lr and 1/ have support in the unit interval [0, 1].

LEMMA 2.7. A pair f 69 g in L2(p) 69 L2(u) belongs to Qi if and only if the following

conditions are satisfied:

gdv = gdva = gwdm (2.7.1)

0 (2.7.2)

(2-7-3)
Pnoorz Let f QB g = GL. Then for all polynomials p,

0 = A)'1]1>(=¤)@du(¤=)+ L'1](9(w)1>(¤)+1¤’(¤=))@d¤/(=¤)

<[[0,1][0,1] [0,1] [0,:]

= 1>(0)[[ @du(¤=) + [ 9(¤=)@d¤(¤=)l
[0,1] [0,1]

+ [ 1>’(¤=)[([ Wldw) + [ 9(¢)@d¤(¢))d=¤ + @d¤(w)]-
[0,1] (:,1] (:,1]

We justify the change in order of integration by applying Fubini’s theorem to the measures

dp(t)xdm(x) and dv(t)xdm(x); with integrands X{„S,}(:c,t)p’(x)%) and X{xS,}(x,t)p’(x)0(t)gm,
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respectively; here X_g(x,t) denotes the characteristic function of the set S: X_g(s,t) = 1 if

(s,t) E S and 0 otherwise. Now using p = 1, we get that

0 = / f(a:)d;l(2:) + /
0(:z:)g(x)du(:z:). (2.7.4)

(0.11 [0.11

Next, considering all polynomials p' with p(0) = 0, a dense set, we get for m- a.e. x 6 [0, 1]

g(¤)dv(=¤) = —(Ä
1] f(¢)</#(1) + Ä 1]ÖÜ)0(#)d¤(¢))d=¤- (2-7-5)

Since the measure on the right is absolutely continuous with respect to m, we must have

gdu is also. Thus, if dz/(:1:) = w(x)d:z: + dz/,(x), then g(22)d1/,($) = 0. This proves (2.7.1)

of the lemma. Applying the result to equations (2.7.4) and (2.7.5) yields that f @ g in
Q’—‘·

must satisfy parts (2.7.2) and (2.7.3).

To complete the proof, simply reverse the argument. El

Before we proceed to prove G' C Ö, we give two corollaries which exhibit the ramifi-

cations of (2.7.1).

COROLLARY 2.8. For h@/6: E L2(;l) @L2(v), let k = /6:,, @/6:, be the Lebesgue decomposition

of/6: with respect to Va @ 1/,. Then h @ k E
§’

ifand only it, for all f @ g E QL,

0PR0010:Since (Q'J*)‘L = Q',h @ /6: E
§‘

if and only if for each f @ g E Qi

0 =/ fhdll-1-/l ghdv.
[0,1] [0,1]

But, from (2.7.1), the second integral is equal to

ghawdm.

The results follow.
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COROLLARY 2.9. If 1/, 96 0, then D is not closable.

PROOFZ If 1/, Qé 0, then there is a set A so that v,([0,l] \ A) = 1/,,(A) = m(A) = 0. It

follows that XA(x) is a non-zero element of L2(u) and from Corollary 2.8, 0 ® XA E Gl.

Thus D is not closable. I]

Notice we have shown that, as was the ca.se for Ö, belonging to G' places no restriction

on k,. For this reason we see the closure depends only on the properties of Va (that is, the

integrability of 1/w), and is independent of u,. Thus, without loss of generality, we may

assume dv = wdm at times in the following proofs.

T1~11·:0REM 2.10. Q'

CPnoorzWe need to show h (B k E Q' satisfies (2.6.1)-(2.6.3) of Definition Let I, with

endpoints a and b, be a MILI for 1/w. If G-) is defined by (2.4), then G is AC;,,,,(I). Let {p„}

be a sequence of polynomials such that {p„ 6) Dp„} converges to h EB k in L2(;t) 6} L2(1/).

By choosing a subsequence if necessary we may assume that for p- a.e. JI in I

lim p„(¢) = h(¤=)

Since for 1/-a.e. x in I,

{@°p»}’ = ¤9(D1>»)

we have for a.l1 :2:,y E I,

e@<~>p„<y> — e@<”>p„<¤> = Ä ]¤‘=‘<*>cDp„><¢>d¢- (210-1)
wm

Now, lim Dp„ = k, so by (2.1), Dp„ approaches k in L}oc(I). Thus, if [c,d] C I, we have

for all 2:,y E [c,d]

lim e9(‘)(Dp„)(t)dt = e9(‘)k(t)dt,
"—°°° [mz] [mv]
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since 69 is locally bounded in I. But the left hand side of (2.10.1) converges p- a.e. to

69(y)h(y) — 69(“)h(:z:). Thus, for p- a.e. :1:,y E [c,d],

[rm]

But, since 69 has bounded inverse and is AC;„(I), we have there is an ACl„(I) extension

hl of h, so that h = hl 11- a.e. It follows that if h (B k E G', then h 6) k satisfies (2.6.2)

of Definition 2.6. Moreover, since

S[my][ay]

we see that 69k is actua.lly in L}oc(J Thus h and k satisfy property (2.6.1)

ofForproperty (2.6.3), notice that if a is NRI(1/w) but

16 —dm < oo,
[¤»¤+<*'l w

it must be the case that ging 62R°9("+6) = 0. Thus, for every n, lim 69(‘”)p„(2:) = 0. But—• I—•ß

then

e°<*>p„<«¤>= / <¢%„>'<11d¢-[M]

Now the right hand side converges to

/ (e9k)(1)d1,
[¤·=]

while the left hand side converges for [.1- a.e. :1: in I to (69h)(:1:).

Similarly, if b E J \ I, we have

(6@h)(x) = - / (6@k)(1)„11. El
[M1

Addressing the question of when Ö C
Q‘, we first prove five lemmas based on the

characterization of Q1 reached in Lemma 2.7. These results will enable us to localize our
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concentration to one MILI for 1/w. We begin with two lemmas which determine the set

where all elements of G-L vanish identically. If we consider the manifold consisting of all

h (B k that are zero off this set, we see that this manifold must be contained in G- since

it is perpendicular to GJ-.

LEMMA 2.11. Let f6Bg E GJ-. If: is NRI(1/w), then „

lim f(t)du(¢) -I- @9(t)w(t)dt = f(t)d/4(t)+/ @!1(t)w(t)dt = 0·
6-*0 (::+6,1] (:+6,1] (:,1] (:,1]

Similarly, if :1: is NLI(1/w), then

gg ([ f(¢)d#(¢) + [ Wg(¢)w(#)d¢) = [ 1<¢>00<0>+[ Wg(¢)w(¢)d¢ = 0.
* (:-5,1] (:-5,1] [:,1] [:,1]

P1>.oo1·‘: Since the measure

,\(A) = fdp + Ögwdm
A A

is countably additive,

lim(/ fdp+/ Ögwdm) = fdp+/ Ögwdm),
6*0 (:+5,1] (:+5,1] (:,1] (:,1]

for all 2:. Now assume 22 is NRI(1/w) and suppose the limit above is nonzero. Then there

is an 6 > 0 and an interva.1 I with left end point 2:, so that for all y in I,

/
fdp 4-/ Ögwdm > 6.

(11.1] (y,1]

But then from (2.7.3)

IIgII2« „ = [ Ig(y)w(y)I’—dy = [ I [ f(¢)d#(¢) + [ 9(¢)y(¢)w(#)d¢I —dy
L ( J [0,1]

“'(!/)
[0,1] (:,1] (:,1] w(3/)

— 1 1
2 fd+[0d2———d>2[—:z=,M., w .,1. gw wg 0:: g w .0:: g ww

a contradiction. A similar argument applies if a: is NLI(1/w). EI
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We next define a set K by

K = {2: E [0,1] ::6 is both NRI(1/w) and NLI(1/w)}. (2.12.1)

As the next lemma will point out, K is precisely the set where elements of QL vanish

identically. We note two other properties. First, K is the complement of the union of a.ll

MILI’s for 1/w. Secondly, for each :6 E K

/
fdp + Ögwdm :

/
fdp +/ Ögwdm = 0, (2.12.2)

[::,1] [Z,1] (:,1] (:,1]

by Lemma 2.11.

LEMMA 2.13. Iff 699 E gl, then f = 0 p- a.e. and g = 0 u- a.e. on K.

PRooF: Let A1 and A2 denote the measures defined by

fdp, «\z(-4) = / Öywdm
A A

for a.ll subsets A of [0, 1]. Then A = A1 + A2 where A was defined in the proof of Lemma

2.11. By (2.7.3) of Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.11, for m- a.e. :6 E K,

y(w)w(¤=) = —^((¤,1l)= 0-

That is, gw = 0, m- a.e. on K, and hence g = 0, v- a.e. on K. Moreover, this implies

Ag(A) = 0 for all subsets A of K.

To finish the proof we need only show A1(A) = 0 for all A C K as this implies

f = 0, p- a.e. on K. But A2 is zero on K and A1 = A — A2 so it suflices to show A(A) = 0

for every subset A of K.

Since {az} = [0:,1] \ (:6,1], by additivity of A and (2.12.2), we have A({:6}) = 0 for

all 2: E K. That is, A can have no point mass in K. Now let A C K. By regularity of

the total variation measure |A|, we may assume that A is closed. Let 6 > 0 be given and

choose an open set U containing A so that |A|(U \ A) < 6. Write

U = g‘J(d,,,b,,),
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as a disjoint union of open intervals. We construct a new open set U
’

as follows: Let

Z' = {n E Z: (a„,b„)f1A;é ¢>},

aß, = in.f{x: x E (a„,6„) 0 A,n E Z'},

6ß, = sup{2: : :1: E (a„,b,,) FI A,n E Z'},

and let

U' = ngz(aß,,bß,).

Then notice that since A is closed aß,, bß, E A for all rz., and A C U
’

modulo these endpoints

aß, and bß,. But as these endpoints are a countable set and since A has no point masses in

K, this set has A-measure zero. Moreover, since each aß, and bß, E K, by additivity and

(2.12.1) we have

«\((¤€„bL)) = «\((¤€„1]) — «\(lb€„
1]) = 0-

Thus A(U’) = 0. Hence

|«\(A)| = I»\(U') — «\(A)|

= |«\(U' \ A)l

S |«\|(U' \ A)

S |A|(U \ A) < 6.

So by the arbitrariness of 6, we conclude that A(A) = 0. This completes the proof. I]

The next result, a corollary to Lemma 2.13, does not in itself contribute to the analysis

of when Q' = Ö, but does introduce the question of the closability of D. The answer to

this question will be given at the end of this chapter.

GOROLLARY 2.14. Ifv << m, and 11(K) > 0, then Q‘ contains non-zero elements of the

form 0 69 k, and hence D is not closable.
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Pnoorz Suppose there is a set A C K so that 1/(A) > 0. Let k = XA, a. nonzero element

of L2(u). By Lemma 2.13, if f 6) g E QL, then

/
gllrdu = /

gllrdv = 0.
[9-11 [0„1]\K

Thus 0 69 k 6 (QL)L = Qi El

We next investigate the complement of the set K given above, namely the set of points

where elements of QL can be nonzero, and thus where the elements of Q
’° are constrained.

We do this by localizing to intervals I which are MILI’s for 1/w.

LEMMA 2.15. IfI is a. MILIfo1· 1/w, then forf EBg E QL,

Ä r<¢>d6<==> + Ä@g<¢>w<6>66 = 6-
Pnoorz Let I have endpoints a and b. Then I has four forms depending on whether or

not a and b belong to I. Suppose :1 ¢ I, that is, :1 is NRI(1/w). Then for small 6 > 0,

0+6

/ 1/wdm = oo.

If :1 E I, then by the maximality of I, it must be the case that for small 6 > 0,

G

/
1/wdm = oo.

0-6

By Lemma 2.11, in the first case

lim f(¢)du(¢) +Ä @:1(¢)w(t)d¢> = Ä f(¢)d#(¢)+Ä @9(¢)w(t)dt = 0»
6*0 (:1+6,1] (0+6,1] (0,1] (0,1]

while in the second,

Hm Ä r<6>66<6> + Ä 6?ög<6>w<6>d¢) = Ä m>d6<¢>+Ä ö®g<6>w<6>66 = 6-
6*0 (0-6,1] (0-6,1] [0,1] [0,1]

Similar results hold for the endpoint b. Thus, if b E I, then

Ä f<6>d6<6> + Ä @g<6>w<6>d6 = 6.
(6.1] (6.11
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and if b ¢ I

[ 10>000> + [ @0(t)w(¢)d¢ = 0.
[M1] [6.1]

In all cases, I can be obtained as the difference of the first interval and the second. Thus

[ r<0«0»<¢> + [@0(¢)w(¢)d¢ = 0
as claimed. Ü

LEMMA 2.16. Suppose that for each I which is a MILI for 1/w and for each f Q g E QL,

the element h Q k of L2(p) Q L2(v) satisfies

/fhdp 4- _/ghdu = 0.
1 1

Then h Q k E Q'. -

PROOF: The observation here is that if M = U{I : I is a MILI for 1/w}, then [0, 1] \M =

K. Since, by Lemma 2.13, f Q g E QL implies f Q g = 0 on K, we have

[ fhdp + [ ghdu = [ fhdp + [ gßdy.
[0,1] [0,1] M M

Thus by countable additivity, our assumption implies that this term is zero as needed. Ü

LEMMA 2.17. Let I be a MILI for 1/w and suppose that h Q k E L2(p) Q L2(1/) satisfies

(h Q k)(a:) = 0 for 2: E [0,1] \I (2.17.1)

there exists a function hl E AC;,,„(I) with hl = h p a.e. for hl as in (2.6.1), (2.17.2)

ka = 0hl + h] Va — a.e. on I (2.17.3)

and for some sequences {6,,} and {d,,} such that {6,,} approaches a from the right and

{d,,} approaches b from the left and for hl as in (2.17.2)

lim [hl(6,,)(/ fdp + /
Ögdu) — hl(d,,) fdp 4-/ Ögdz/>] = 0 (2.17.4)

"—°°° [6,,,1] [6,,,1] (d„,1] (d„,1]
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foraI]fQg€Q’J—.

Then h Q k E Qi

PRooF: It suffices to show that h Q k is orthogonal to GJ-. Since (h Q k)(2:) = 0 for IB ¢ I,

by Lemma 2.7 this amounts to showing

0 = /fhd;1 + /gkwd2:
I 1

for all f Q g in Qi. But also by Lemma 2.7 and the assumptions on h Q k, the second

integral becomes

/gkwd2: = — f(t)dp(t) +/ äg(t)w(t)dt}k(2:)d2:.
I I (:,1] (:,1]

Now suppose [c,d] is a compact subinterval of I. Then 1/w E L1(d2:|[c,d]). Noting that I

can be written as the increasing union of such intervals, we have

/ s1(=¤)k(w)w(¤¤)d¤ = — / {/ f(¢)d#(¢) + ’/ ÜÜg(¢)w(¢)d¢}k(¤)d¤=
[cvd] [Grd] (lvl] (lvl]

= —
/ ><{„<.}(¢¤„¢)f(#)k(¤)d#(¢)d¤= —

/ / ><{„«}(=¤=,#)@2(¢)w(¢)k(¤¤)d¢dw-
[wi] [OJ] [wi] [OJ]

Now f(t) E L2(;1) C L1(p), and k E L1(m|[c,d]), so the integrand in the first integral

is in L1(;1(t) x m(2:)|[0, 1] x [c,d]). Thus we may apply Fubini’s theorem to get this first

integral equal to

—
/ / ><{„«}(¤=„¢)f(¢)k(¤¤)d¤¤d#(¢) =

[OJ] [cvd]

— / f(¢)(/ k(=¤)dw)d#(¢) — / f(t)(/ k(¤)d=¤)d1v(¢)-
[cvd] [cvt] (dvll [Grd]

In the second integral, §(I]g(t) E L2(wdt) C L1(wdt). Thus @g(t)w(t) C L1(dt). More-

over, k is L}oc(I), so k is L1(m|[c,d]). Therefore the integrand is L1(m x m|[0, 1] x [c,d]),

so using Fubini’s theorem again we get the second integral is equal to

— ><{„«}(w,¢)@2(¢)w(¢)k(¤=)d=vd¢ =
[OJ] [C-dl
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dt- hdm) dt.

But for some absolutely continuous extension hl of h,

Using this, and hl = h p- a..e., we get

+$ T Ad]f(t)T

dt T h1(d) [/ (dll

dw)

dt.
(dll] [md] ‘

Thus

fhdß fhldß + (L6] fädß + [WJ] a/Fwd: — LJ] fädß —
Lan dyhlwdw

fdß + La] dywdd] T

dt- fdp

llfdp-{-Äd llägwdxjl Ilögwdx)

ghfdlf
ISÄAII

fdp

dyhiwdr

dt- Ühldz)
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Now, carrying out another interchange of the order of integration, we get

= - Ala] (LA f(t)dp(t)) (01¤1)(4)4: - La]
(L,d](ögw)(:)4z) (0h1)(4)44. (2.17.6)

But

f t 4 t ö 4 = 4 ö 4LJ] () t tl

- 4 ä = - - -
‘ _

#(0+Thus(2.17.6) becomes

f(0

(Ögw)(t) (0h1)(2:)da:) dt ·[md] [<=•¢l

= Ä d](gw)(==)(9h1)(¤)d=¤

Substituting this expression into (2.17.5) results in

fhdp+ gkdu =
Äwcydl

fhd;4+
Äwydl

gkdv

md)Finally,notice that as c approaches a from the right and as d approaches b from the left,

both fbd}; and glirdu converge to zero by hypothesis (2.17.4). This completes

the proof. E]
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COROLLARY 2.18. Suppose h Q k E Q and for each MILI I for 1/w, (h Q k)|I has compact

support in I. Then h Q k is in Q-.

Pnoorz The result follows immediately from Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17. I]

We now turn to the consideration of cases (T.l) through (T.5). The first three types

rely on groundwork laid in the preceding lemmas. The analysis of (T.4) and (T.5) rely

on Lemmas 2.11 through 2.16, an additional assumption, and on a transformation, by the

function 69, to another direct sum space

L2(e·2R=@d„|1) Q L2(e-2R°°wd:z: 11).

Type (T.6) remains open.

THEOREM 2.19. (T.1). Let I be the MILI for 1/w which is of type (T.1). IfhQ k E Q and

is zero on [0,1] \I, then h Q k E Q-.

PRo0F: By assumption I = [a,b] is compact, and by ma.xima.lity a is NLI(1/w) and b is

NRI(1/w). Thus by Lemma 2.11 both

(j fdp +/ Ögwdt> = fdp +/ Ögwdt) = 0. (2.19.1)
[¤„1l [¤•1l (6,1] (b„1]

Since, wemay take [6,d] = [a,b] in the proof of Lemma 2.17 and since by assumption

there is an AC(I) extension hl of h, it suffices only to show

hl(a) fdp+/ Ögwdt) — hl(b) fdp+/ Ögwdt> = 0.
[M1 [M1 (blll (6,1]

But this follows immediately from (2.19.1). Ü

THEoREM 2.20. (T.2). Let I be a MILI for 1/w which is of type (T.2). Ifh Q k 6 and

is zero 011 [0,I] \ I, then h Q k E Q-.

Pnoorc Here we have I = (a, b). By Lemma 2.17, we need only show there are sequences

{6,,} and {d,,}, so that 6,, approaches a from the right and d„ approaches b from the left,
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so that

fdp +/ Öywdt) fdp +/ Ögwd¢)] = 0""°°° [¢-J] [¢--1] (d••«1] (dm!]

for all f 65 g E QL. Suppose there is no sequence {d„} approaching b from the left, so that

lim h1(d„) /
fdp + Ögwdt = 0.

"‘*°° (d„,1] (d„,1]

Then

lim inf fdp
+/l

Ögwdt)I 96 0.d-•6 (11,1] (d,1]

That is, there is an 6 > 0, and 6 > 0, so that

Ih1(2:) fdp+/ Ögwdt)I > 6 (2.20.1)
(:,1] (:,1]

for all :1:, with b—6 < :1: < b. Let tg E I, and define

17

@(27) :
/

0(t)dt.
to

Now, squaring both sides of the inequality (2.20.1) and multiplying by c2R°@(') results in

2fdp_I_/
Ögwdt)I > €2e2Re@(:)_

(:,1] (:,1]

ButUsing

this we get,

| (/ eG(‘)k(t)dt) (/ fdp + / Ögwdt)
[120,:] [:,1] (:,1]

fdp + /
Ögwdt I2 > 62e2R°6(").

(:,1] (:,1]

However, b is NLI (1/w), so by Lemma 2.11,

lim fdp+/ Ögwdt) = fdp+/ Ögwdt) = 0.
=—*b (:,1] (:,1] [6,1] [6,1]
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So it suffices to only consider the situation where
2

I (/ e9(‘)k(t)dt) (/ fdp + / Ögwdt) I(:,1] (:,1]

or
2 -2

/ fdp + / Ögwdt > €%·2”¢°<=>
/ eG(‘)k(t)dt . (2.20.2)

(:,1] (:,1] [tm:]

Now
2 1 2

I
g

IUyz 01:

2

II IIL ( ) [M18 wu) v ( )

6 I1/«1¤i„(„, ]¢2“=°<*>1/w<¢>d¢-

Thus, (2.20.2) may be replaced by the inequality
-1

1|(gw)(::)|2 2 é|(k||·%¢R#@<=> /
62R=9<*>—d1 . (2.20.3)

Letb—6<t1 <T<b,andt1 géto. Then

2 id = 2 > gd
A),1] |(6w)(¤)| wm =¤ Ilgllr („) - [tm Iyl v

So, integrating both sides of (2.20.3) with respect to 1/w(2:)dx from tl to y, where b — 6 <

y < b, we get
-1

dzL (") “ llkll [·..y1 w
2

6
= E 2R¢9(t)l
t(nku)

”(
(..6,

‘ ’"’( ’
'*·

2
ZnII

II [:.,,0} [tm:.]

Finally, letting y tend to b, and using the assumption that b is NLI (e2R°®1/w), we get

the last expression goes to infinity, a contradiction. We conclude that there is a sequence

{d,,}, d,, tending to b from the left such that

lim h1(d„) fdp +/ Ögwdt) = 0.
""°° (11,,1] (01,,,1]
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Since a is NRI(1/w) we have

lim fdp -|-/‘ Ögwdt) = /
fdp + Ögwd = 0.“=\“

[$,1] [c„,1] (a,1] (a,1]

In addition we have that a is NRI(e2R‘91/w), so an argument similar to the one above

gives that there must be a sequence {6,,} approaching a from the right, so that

lim M55 ögwdz) = 0. EI

THEom=:M 2.21. (T.3). Let I be a MILI for 1/w which is of type (T.3). Ifh QB k 6 G and

is zero on [0,1] \I, then h 6B k E G-.

PRooF: In this case, I = [a,b), so we may take 6,, = a, for all n. By maximality of I, a is

NLI(1/w), so by Lemma 2.11, for all f 6) g E GJ-,

/
fdp +/ Ögwdt = 0.

[ml] [ml]

Moreover, hl is ACl„[a,b), so hl(a) is defined and finite. By Lemma 2.17, it suffices to

showlim

h1(d„)
/

fdp+/ Ögwdt = 0
"'*°° (d,.1] (6,,,1]

for some sequence {d,,} approaching b from the left. But since the endpoint b is as in

Theorem 2.20, the same argument shows that such a sequence exists. El

In the consideration of cases where I is of the type (T.4) and (T.5), notice that

62R°91/wdt < oo
[avb]

in both cases. From this we see that for any polynomial p, (eGp)’ is L1[a,b], since

1 1
1/2 1/2

dx S —dt) |Hp oo.
[a,b] [a,b] w [a,b] w [a,b]
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Thus
egp

E AC'[a,b] and

(¤°10)(¤=) - (0°1>)(y) = Ä (091¤)’(¢)d¢
u

for all zu in [a,b]. To utilize this we consider the direct sum space

L*(e·*R¢°d„|1) 6 L°(e·2R=°wdz|1)

and the submanifold gg = {(69p) Q (e9p)’ : p a polynomial } Now notice that h Q k —>

seh Q eek is a transformation of L2(;1) Q to L2(e'2R°Gd;t) Q L2(e‘2R°@ wdx) when

localized to I, and that
(e9p)’

= eS(0p + p'). Therefore h Q k E L2(dp|I) Q L2(wdx|I)

belongs to g' if and only if (eeh) Q (eek) belongs to gg. We show that, under the

assumption that (e‘2R°Gdp)|I is a finite measure, h Q k E g implies (egh) Q (eek) E gg.

THEoREM 2.22. (TA). Let I be a MILI for 1/w which is of type (TA). Suppose the

measure e'2R°Gdp|I is finite. Ifh Q k E g and is zero on [0, 1] \ I, then h Q k E g-.

Pizoorz Here we have I = (a, b) but J = [a,b]. We begin by investigating the orthogonal

complement of gg in L2(e'2R°9dp) Q L2(e"2R°9wdx). So let f Q g E gg. Then for all

polynomials p,

0 = Ä b](0Gp)(=0)f(w)0’°R°°")d#(¤) + Ä (2-22-1)

Now note that (e9p)’(a:) = + (eGp)(a) and that by assumption a E J but

a ¢ I so that (e9p)(a) = 0 (see the proof of Th. 2.10). Thus (2.22.1) becomes

0 = Ä b]<Ä ]<¢%>'<¢>d¢>r<¤>·=·“*°<*>-0-<=·¤> + Ä bl<e@p>'<¤>g<¤>e·”“@<‘>wmdz-
(2.22.2)

The hypothesis that (e“2R°9dp)]I is a finite measure implies that C
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L1((6“2R°@d;z)|I). Thus we may apply Fubini’s theorem to the measure [(6“2R°@(”)d,u(x))|I]x

[(dt)|I] and the integrand X{t<,}{t,a:}(e9p)'(t)f(x) in the first integral of (2.22.2), and get

0 = Ä b]<e°p>'<¤> Ä b]?®e·“*@<*>d0<¢>) e***@<”)1/w<¤> + gw] e·“*@<=>0<0>00-
0. w.

(2.22.3)

If H(a:) is the expression in the brackets in (2.22.3), then H(:c) is in L2(6“2R°@(“”)w(:c)dx),

and satisfies, for every polynomial p,

0 =

ÄThus,

0 = Ä bl ·¤°<=><0<0>p<0> + p'<0>>H<0>¢·”*·‘°<*>w<0>0=»
ai

=
Ä

6‘@’I0(a:) p'(t)dt) H(2:)w(:z:)dx
[a,b] [a,1:]

+/ e'9(‘)p'(:c)H(x)w(x)d:z: +p(a)/ 6“—%0(:v)H(:1:)w(x)dx.
[0.6] [¤»bl (2.22.4)

Now, considering polynomials p' with p(a) = 0 and interchanging the order of integration

in the first integral of (2.22.4), we get

0 = Ä p'(z)[Ä e—W6(:)11(t)w(z)dz + e·@H(z)w(z))}dz.
[0,6] [::,6]

The interchange is justified since H E L2(e’2R°Gwda:) and 690 E L2(6‘2R°6wda:) imply

that e‘é0Hw is integrable by the Schwarz inequality in the L2(6'2R°9wd2:) inner product.

But the class of the polynomials p' with p(a) = 0 is dense in L2(d:1:|I), so we conclude

Ä
e‘%0(t)H(t)w(t)dt = —-e"$H(:z:)w(:c) (2.22.5)

lZ•bl

for m — a.6. x E I. Denoting the lefthand side of (2.22.5) by Y, we see from (2.22.5) that

Y satisfies the differential equation

Y, — 0Y = Ü,
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which has the general solution Y = c69(‘) (where c is a constant dependent on H But

by definition of Y and from (2.22.5),

Y = —H(:z:)6“%w(:z:).

Thus H(:z:) = c62R°9("’)/w(:z:). In summary, for f 69 g E gg-, for m a.6. x E I,

c (2.22.6)

where c is a constant dependent on the pair f (B g.

Now, let h 6) }: E We want to show 6Gh G9 69}: is in (gg). That is, for every

0
bl

g(x)(6é}I·)(x)6‘2R°@(')w(x)da:.

By the definition of g in this case, 69}: = (e9h1)’. Also 69hl is AC(J) with (e@h1)(a) =

0.69/¤ G L‘(ml[¤,bl)
and

[M1
Thus, for f (B g E (gg)·L,

a,b a,b

f(w)

[1:,b]

Finally, applying (2.22.6), we see that the last expression becomes

0- Ü
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Tnnomzm 2.23 (T.5). Let I be a MILI for é which is of type (T.5) and suppose that the

measure (e‘2R°9d;1)|I is finite. Ifh Q k E G and is zero on [0, 1] \ I, then h Q k E Q".

Pnoorz Here we have I = [11, b) and J = [a, b]. This proof follows the proof of the previous

theorem with some modifications. First of all, note that (eGp)(a) is well defined but not

necessarily zero. In this case, we can take the normalization

@(:1:) = 0(t)dt,
[M]

so we do have (e6p)(a) = p(a). Thus for f Q g E (§g)J*, (2.22.3) becomes, for all polyno-

mials p,

0 (2.23.1)

[6,6] [6,6] w(¢)

Now, considering polynomials p' with p(a) = 0, again a dense set in L1(dx|I), we get as

in the proof of Theorem 2.22

Ä bl
R-t)e'2R°G(‘)d;1(t)

+ g(:1:)e'2R°G(”)w(:1:) = c (2.22.6)

for m — a.e. :1: E I and f Q g E (Qé'), where the constant c depends on f Q g.

But considering the polynomial p E 1, (2.23.1) yields

0—

1
t 2ReG(::)

[mb]
(¤=)¢ [(f( )@ 1)( ))

eSo,from (2.22.6)

/ ,=(6)6—2R=%)d„(66) = -6 / 6(6)6%)d6 = -6(6%) - 6%)) = 6 (2.23.2)
[a,b] [a,b]
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since e@(") = 1, by our normalization and egib) = 0, because b E J but b ¢ I. Now let

h Q k E Then we must show for each f Q g E (Q’Q)·L,

0 =
Ä}

6]
f(a:)(eÖh)(2:)e'2R°@(“”)dp(a:) +

Ä
blg(:2;)(eélI:)(a:)e“2R°@(”)w(a:)d:c. (2.23.3)

As before, we use the identity

0,3 0,3

interchange the order of integration, and use (2.23.2), (2.22.6), to see that (2.23.3) reduces

to showing —

0 = h1(a)/ f(2:)e'2R°9(’)dp(:z:) = E/ (eélI:)(z)d:c.
[a,b] [a,b]

But the right hand side becomes

¢h1(¤) + @((¢°h1)(b)) — (¢éh1)(¤)) = 0,

as needed. Ü

The following table summarizes our results. Most of the table is self-explanatory. The

fifth, sixth and seventh column give specific choices of p, w, and 0 which satisfy all the

conditions required by the first, second, and fourth columns of the same row. This shows

that the special cases corresponding to each of the eight rows are all nonvacuous. Note

that in all cases Q' C Ö by Theorem 2.10. In five of eight cases, as indicated in the last

column we have characterized Q“ as exactly equal to Ö. In the table the interval I with

endpoints 0 and 1 is assumed to be an MILI for é, and J is the associated interval with

the same endpoints as in Definition 2.5.
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TABLE 2.1

Type I J Added p w 0 62R°Gé Ö :
§‘?

assumption

1 [0,1] [0,1] None arbitrary 1 1 62* yes

2 (0,1) (0,1) None arbitrary x(1 — x) 1 62* yes

3 [0,1) [0,1) None arbitrary (1 — x) 1 62* yes

4.a. (0,1) [0,1] thiéngzäsure wdx 2:2(1 — x)2 1 yes
6- I!
is finite

4.b (0,1) [0,1] thiénäajure dx ;;2(1 — 1 open
6 I!
is infinite

5.a [0,1) [0,1] the measure wdx (1 — x)2 il; 1 yes
e—2R69dp

is finite

5.b 0,1 0,1 the measure dx 1 - 22 2 %- 1 open
21:66d

1 ’
6- I!
is infinite

6 (0,1) (0,1] None arbitrary x(1 — x)2
ä f open
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As an illustration of the general ideas developed so far, we settle two questions: 1) —

when is D a closable operator, and 2) when is D the "most unclosable”, i.e. when is Q

dense in L2(p) Q L2(l/). The answers are more subtle than one might at first expect.

2a. Qlosability of D

The following theorem gives a complete characterization (in terms of the data 0, 11, 11)

of when D = 0 -|- ai- : L2(p) —> L2(11) is closable.

THEom·:M 2.24. D = 0 + jf; :L2(;1) —+ L2(11) is closable if and onlylifu << m, 11(K) = O

(where K is given by (2.11.1)) and the complement of supptp contains no intervals in a

MILI 101 5.

PRooF: Suppose 11 << m, 11(K) = 0 and the complement of sppt;1 contains no intervals

in a MILI for We want to show that if0Qk E G-, then k = 0 11- a.e.. Since 11(K) = 0,

it suffices to show k|I = 0 for each MILI for Since Q' C Ö (Theorem 2.10), we know

6Gk E L}oc(J) and there is a hl E AC;„(I) with hl = 0 ;1 — a.e. so that

e°<=>h1<¤> — ·=‘°<“>h1<y> = x(¢°k)(¢)d¢-
Now sppt;.1 V1 I is dense in I by assumption, so hl E 0 on I (since hl is continuous). Thus

(e9k)(t)dt = 0
y

for all :1:,y E I. It follows that (6Gk)(t) = 0 m — 11.6. on I and hence so is k(t). Finally

since we assume 11 << m, we have k = 0 11 — a.e. on I. We conclude that D is closable.

Conversely, if 11 is not absolutely continuous with respect to m, we have D is not

closable by Corollary 2.9. If 11 << m and 11(K) > 0 consider the non-zero element of

L2(;1) Q L2(11), 0 Q XK. This element is orthogonal to Gi by Lemma 2.13, and hence is

in §°, so D is not closable in this case. Finally, suppose 11 << m, 11(K) = 0 but there

is an interval A = (a’,b') in I \ spptp where I with endpoints a,b is some MILI for 1/w.
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Choose a", b" with a' < a" < b" < b'. Set

where f = a" + ä-(b" — a"). Then
bl!

/ eG(‘)k(t)dt = 0
all

and sppt k C [a",b"]. If we define hl on [a, b] by

I

h,(z) = e·@<=> / eG(‘)k(t)dt
all

then hl is absolutely continuously on [a,b] with support contained in [a",b"]. Thus in

particular, hl = 0 p — a.e. and 0 EB k has compact support inside I. By Corollary 2.18 we

see that 0 65 k E Q' and hence D is not closable in this case either. E]

We will need the following Corollary of Theorem 2.24 for our operator theory appli-

cation in Chapter 3.

COROLLARY 2.24.1. Suppose D = 0 + é : L2(p) —> L2(u) is closable. Then the support of

v is a regularly closed subset of IR (i.e. spptv is the closure of its Interior).

Pnoorz By Theorem 2.24, if D is closable then v << m and 1/(K) = 0, i.e. 1/ is carried

by U = U{int I : I is a MILI for Thus spptu is the closure of the open set U. Hence

spptu D (int spptu)' 3 U
’

= spptv and thus spptv is reg11larly closed. Ü

2b. Density of Q

We fina.]ly consider the most degenerate case, that is when Q' = L2(;t)®L2(v). Before

we proceed, though, we give another loca.lization theorem about elements in QL.

LEMMA 2.25. Suppose I is an MILI for 1/w and f 6) g E L2(p) EB L2(v) has support in I.

Then f 6) g 6 QL ifand only if

gdv = gdua = gwdm on I (2.25.1)
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/fdp + /Ögwdm = 0 (2.25.2)
I 1
For m -a.e. 2: in I, (2.25.3)

g(=¤)w(¤) = — f(¢)d#(¢) — / W)2(¢)w(¢)d¢-
(:z:,1]¤I (2:,1]¤I

Pnoosz It is easy to check that if f 69 g has support in I and satisfies (2.25.1)—(2.25.3)

above, then f 6) g satisfies (2.7.1)-(2.7.3) in Lemma 2.7 and hence is in QL. Conversely,

suppose that f$g has support in I and is in QL. Then condition (2.25.1) is an immediate

consequence of (2.7.1). To discuss condition (2.25.2), suppose a < b are the endpoints of

I. If a E I, by ma.ximality ofI necessarily a is a NLI(1/w) so by Lemma 2.11

fdp + / Ögwdm = 0. (2.25.4)
[a,1] [a,1]

On the other hand, if a. ¢ I, then again by maximality of I a is NRI(l/w), so again by

Lemma 2.11

fdp +/ Ögw dm = 0. (2.25.5)
(.;,1] (.1,1]

Similarly, if b E I, then b is NRI(1/w) so

/
fdp +/ Ögwdm = 0 (2.25.6)

(M] (b„1]

while ifb ¢ I, then b is NLI(1/w) so

/
fdp+/ Ögwdm = 0. (2.25.7)

lb.!] [b„1]

When we appropriately subtract (2.25.6) or (2.25.7) from (2.25.4) or (2.25.5), we get

precisely (2.25.2). Finally, (2.25.3) follows upon combining (2.25.6) or (2.25.7) with (2.7.3).

El

To characterize the conditions for which
§“

= L2(p) (B L2(u), we proceed by a series

of lemmas. We begin by showing p|I must be zero or a single point mass for each MILI

for Throughout the discussion we utilize the local formulation given by Lemma 2.25

and the equivalence that Q" = L2(p) 65 L2(1/) if and only if Qi =
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LEMMA 2.26. Iffor some MILII for -1%, ;¢|I is not zero or a single point mass, then gl 96 (0)

(and thus Q" 96 L2(;1) 6}) L2(1/)).

PRo01·‘: Let I be a MILI for é with endpoints a and b, a < b, and suppose ;1|I is non-zero

and not a single point mass. For simplicity we first illustrate the argument for the special

case where 0 = 0 1/ — a.e. on I. Since }1|I is more than a single point mass, there is a set

S C sppt(;1]I), so that 0 < ;1(S) < ;1(sppt(p|I)). Let

0, 27 ¢ I.

Then f E L2(}.1) and is nonzero. Set

0y(¤) — .0, elsewhere.

Then g is in L2(1/) and satisfies (2.25.1) and (2.25.3) of Lemma 2.25. Finally we see

(2.25.2) is satisfied, since

— (IIS) —M(!\5')ftdt=l— Xd-}- Xd=S-—}—IS=O.L11 ( ) M( ) 11(S) 111111 s M 111111 ns M 11(S) M( ) M( \ )

Now we consider the case 0(2:) 96 0 on a set of positive 1/·measure in I. Let [aß]

be a compact subinterval of I, so that ;1|[aß] is more than a single point mass. Since

1/w E L]oc(I), we have 1/w E L1[aß], and thus by observation (2.1), 0 E L‘[aß].

Further if 9(2:) E - j[111ß] 0(t)dt for 27 E [aß], then G E AC[aß] and
@’

= 0 m — a.e. on

[62,6]-
Consider the equation (0 times equation (2.25.3) of Lemma 2.25) for m—a.e. 2: E [a, ,6],

(2-26-1)
If we set y = f(11ß]äÜg(t)w(t)dt for 22 E [aß], then we notice that y' = —ö(2I)g(I)’£l)($)

m — a.e. on [a,,ß]. Thus (2.26.1) becomes the initial value problem on [aß]

I _ —
= d

[
21 921 f(t) M(1) (2262)
21(ß) = 0-
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Now (2.26.2) has absolutely continuous solution on [aß]

y = f(.s)dp(.s))dt. (2.26.3)
lr-ßl (¢„ßl

Choosing an f 6 L2(p) with f = 0 off [aß], let y be defined by (2.26.3) and set for u„—a.e.

:1: in I,
— , f(¢)d#(¥) — y(x), ¤= E [¤„ß]

g(2:)w(x) = {
'ßl _ . (2.26.4)

0, otherwzsc

Then for such an f and g, (2.25.1) is satisfied. The verification of (2.25.3) requires

— [ f(¢)du(¢) — z1(¤)= — [ f(¢)d#(¢) — [ Eli- [ f(3)d#(8) — y(¢)]d¢
(xvßi (I•ß.i (xvß] (tum

or more simply

(riß] (hßl

To verify this note that both sides are 0 at ß so it suffices to check that the derivatives of

both sides agree:

3/(¤) = 9(¤) f(S>d#(—¤) + 0(¤)y(=¤)-
This in turn follows from the defining differential equation (2.26.2) for y, and hence (2.25.3)

holds for 2: 6 [a,b]. Moreover since f 6 L1(p|[aß]) and y 6 C[a,ß], it is clear that

m = ma:z:{|g(x)w(x)| ::6 6 [aß]} < oo.

Thus

/
|g|2wd1: =/ lgwlzldx g

mz/[
1/wdx < oo

[¤•ßl leßl w [¤•ß]

and g 6 L2(v).

Our proof is then complete if we can show there is a nonzero f 6 L2(p), f = 0 off

[a,ß], so that with f, and g defined by (2.26.4), (2.25.2) is satisfied. That is,

[ @g<¢)w<¢>d¢ = —
[a,b]
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But since f is assumed to be zero off [a,ß], and gw, as defined, is also, this reduces to

f äB6<6>w<0>6¢ = — / r<6>d0<6>.
[¤•ßl [<>·»ßl

This then will verify (2.25.2) for 27 < a as well. Moreover, with gw defined by (2.26.4), we

have

Thus, showing (2.25.2) is reduced to finding a nonzero f E L2(p), zero off [a,ß] and for

which

y(a) = ——/ f(t)d;i(t). (2.26.5)
[¤.ß1

Or, from (2.26.3)

0<6«> = 6%f f 1<6>d0<6>.
l¤.ßl (tßl [¤.ßl

OI‘

[¤•ßl (hß] [¤.ß]
Now, interchanging the order of integration on the left gives

f -6%/ x<0>«06<6>.
[¤»ß] [¤•¤] [¤=•ß]

OI

0.
[¤.ßl [¤-#1

But notice

ä)e"§Eldt = — (e"%)'dt =
e“&;l

- EE.
[0:,:] [a,s]

So let F(.s) = 2e“@(°') — e'G(’), noting that F E AC[a,ß] C L2(p|[a,ß]), and defining the

continuous linear functional Lp : L2(p|[a,ß]) —> (E, by

LF(f) =Ä mfpdm f 6 L2(#l[¤6ß])-
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Then (2.26.5) is satisfied if there exists a nonzero f in ker(Lp). But since ;1|[a,ß] is more

than a single point mass, Dim(L2I[ü,ß]) 2 2, and therefore ker(Lp) is nontrivial.

Choose a nonzero I E ker(Lp), and let

fm Z { f(¤=), a 6 [aß]
0, elsewhere.

Define y, using this f E L2(;1), via (2.26.3), and g by (2.26.4), and we get f EB g E

L2(;1)6B L2(1/), is nonzero, zero off I, and on I satisfies Lemma 2.25. Thus f {B g E Gl, so

Qi contains a noutrivial element. El _

LEMMA 2.27. Suppose 0 = 0 1/ — a.e. on a MILI I for Then, if;1|I is zero or a single

point mass, §'|I = (L2(;1) 6) L2(1/))|I.

Pnoor: First suppose ;1|I = 0. Then L2(;1)|I = Let a < b be the endpoints of I.

Suppose g E L2(1/) is such that 0 G} g E Gi. Then for m — a.e. 27 in I,

s1(=¤)w(=¤) = —
Ä 0. 1

[ab]

by (2.25.3). Thus gw = 0 1/ — a.e. But by (2.25.1), this implies g = 0 1/ — a.e. Thus

QHI = 0. Now suppose pl] is a. single point mass at 279 E I. Let f 6B g E QL. Then

(2.25.2) gives

—f(ao)u({w¤}) = Ä bl Ögwdt = 0-
Thus f = 0 p — a.e. on I. It therefore follows from (2.25.3) that for m — a.e. 23 E I

g<«=>«»<«> = —
Ä 6] @g<¢>w<¢>d¢ = 0-

Thus, with (2.25.1), this gives g = 0 1/ — a.e. on I. We conclude Q·L|I = 0. Cl

PROPOSITION 2.28. Suppose 0 = 0 1/ — a.e. on U{I : I is a MILI for Then
Q“

=

L2(;1) G) L2(1/) if and only if;i|I is no more than a single point mass for each MILI I for

L.

P1zoo1·‘: Combine Lemmas 2.26 and 2.27. I]
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It is left to consider when 11 is at most a point mass on a MILI I for ä for a general

0. We begin with a result for when ;1|I = 0.

PROPOSITION 2.29. Let I be a MILI for 1/w such that ;.1|I = 0. Then Q“|I = (L2(11) 69

L2(1/))|I if and only ifJ \ I is at most one point, where J is the interval associated with

I as in Definition 2.6.

Pxoor: If I has endpoints a and b then by Lemma 2.25 0 G3 g 6 Qi implies

0gwdt = 0 (2.29.1)
[Wb]

and for m-a.e. a: 6 I

g(x)w(:1:) = —/ 0gwdt. (2.29.2)
(Wb]

Let Y(:1:) = j}I,b]0gwdm 6 AC[a,b]. Then
Y’

= -0gw m — a.e. on I. Define @(:1:) =

f; for some mg 6 I. Then @ 6 AC;,,c(I) since 0 6 L}Oc(I). Consider the equation,

from (2.29.2),

0(2:)g(:1:)w(:1:)= -0(x)/ 0gwdt,
lzvbl

or

Y' - öy = 0,

with Y(a) = Y(b) = 0 (from (2.29.1) and the definition of Y). If we solve this first

order equation on compact intervals containing ::0, we get Y(x) = dß for some d. If I

contains the endpoint a, 0 is integrable on [a, 2:0] and the boundary condition Y(a) = 0

together with the uniqueness theorem for differential equations (see e.g. Problem #1f, p.

97 of [CL]) forces d = 0. By a similar argument, d = 0 if the endpoint b is in I. Thus if I

contains either endpoint a or b, then g = 0 1/,, — :1.6. on I.

If I = (a, b) and J = [a,b), then fbliö e2R°9ä]-dm = oo. But since

2 d2 2Re@idIglwm— |s1wIwm— I Iwm—|| 6 wm
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and g by assumption is in L2(u), we must have d = 0. A similar argument shows d must

be zero if I = (a,b) and J = (a,bl.

Conversely if I = (a,b) and J = [a,b], then G) is such that while i-da: = oo, we

have fa°+6 e2R°Géda: < oo. Thus lim+G)(z) = —oo. Similarly, lirgt (9(2:) = —oo. Therefore
$**0 17** -

Y = de9(’) satisfies Y' — ÖY = 0 and Y(a) = Y(b) = 0. Hence we can define g, nonzero

in L2(v), via

gw) =
—$Y(x) ifx E I, w(a:) 96 0
0, elsewherc

and get 0 Qg E QL. Thus QL 96 Ü

The last case to consider is that where p consists of a point mass on I.

PROPOSITION 2.30. Let I be a MILI for é such that pl! is a single point mass. Then
G’l!

= (L2(p) Q L2(v))|I ifand only ifJ = I.

PRooF: Let I be a MILI for ä with endpoints a and b, such that pl! is a single point mass

at :1: = mo. Define @(:1:) = 0(t)dt. Then @(2:) E AC;„,,(!) and @(2:0) = 0. Consider

(2.25.3)

ll Ögwdm—f(=¤¤)u({¤o})><;„.,„„>(w)-
Multiplying this equation by 0(:c) and considering Y = LIM Ögwdm E AC[a,b], we get

Y' — 0Y = f(¢¤)#({¢ol)X[¤,x„)($) (2-301)

with boundary conditions Y(a) = f(xo)p({2:0}) from (2.25.2), and Y(b) = 0 by definition

of Y. The idea is that (f Q g)|I E QJ·lI if and only if there is a Y E AC[a,b] satisfying

(2.30.1) with the boundary conditions, and with

y(¤:)w(¤¤) = —Y(<v) - f(=vo)#{¤=o}X[„,„„)(=¤)

for m—a.e. :2: E I.
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Now all solutions to the differential equation (2.30.1) (with boundary conditions ig-

nored for the moment) have the form

y(2)$0

where c = —f(2:0)p({2:0}). To fit the boundary conditions we must choose d so that

Y(a) = c and Y(b) = 0. Using that
(e'@’

= Ääfä and e9("°) = 1, we then have

Y(2:) = ccä /x(e’%)’dt+de§(; = ce%(e'%-e'6(’°))+de% = (d—c)@+ c,

for 27 < 2:0. Further for z > 2:0, Y(2:) = de-gg, and Y(Ig) = d by either f0rm11la. Thus

- öl?14.) = { <¢;>·‘= + C x S @0 (2.30.2)dem') 27 > 2:0.

Notice that from (2.30.2)

i) Y(a) = c implies either d = c or eäö = 0, that is, d = c or

tIirri@(t) = -00 (2.30.3)

ii) Y(b) = 0 implies d = 0 or tli1Z£O(t) = -00.

Now by iii) of Lemma 2.25, g(2:)w(2:) = cX[„_„„)(2:) — Y(z), or by (2.30.2)

- d ä <g(2)w(22) = {
(° g

” — ”°
(2.30.4)

-de (xl 2: > 2:0.

Considering that g 6 L2(v), we have

1
/

|g|2wdz = /|gw|2l-dx = |d— c|262R°9l-d2: +/ |d[2e2R°G-—dz.
(2,6} w [4,2.,] w [2..,6} w

Since, g E L2(v), we must have

i) d = c or fa°+6 ezmeädm < 00(a E J),

and (2.30.5)

11) 4 = 0, 01 j22R¢%4m < 2o(12 6 J).
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We finish by considering all cases for I and J:

1) I = [a,b] = J : we have O E AC[a, b], thus both and are not zero. So by

(2.30.3) d = c and d = 0. Now 0 = c = —f(a:0);!({x0}) implies f = 0 p — a.e. on I, and

c = d = 0 implies g = 0 Va — a.e. by (2.30.4). Thus Q'·'·|I = (0).

2) I = (a,b) = J : Here a,b ¢ J, so f:+6 ezmeé dm = oo so by (2.30.5) we have

c = d = 0. Thus, as above, §·‘·|I=3)

I = (a,b] = J : Since b E I, 0 is left integrable at b, so
e§Ü’I 96 0. So d = 0 by

(2.30.3). But a not in J implies f:+6 e2R°G},—dm = oo, so by (2.30.5) c = d = 0. Thus

Q*|I = (0).

4) I= [a,b] = J: Here 0, so d= c by (2.30.3). But b is not in J, so d= 0 by

(2.30.5). Thus G"‘|I
= (0).

5) I = (a,b),J = [a,b) : Since b is not in J, d = 0 by (2.30.5), but there is no

restriction on c. So we can let f(a:) E —c/;.!({x0}) 96 0 on I, and define g u — a.e. on I by

(2.30.4). Since f:+6 e2R°9ädm < oo but fa°+6 ädm = oo, we must have zlir;z+e@("') = 0,

that is Y(a) = c. Of course Y(b) = 0 since d = 0. We conclude that with f and g so

defined f (B g E Gl|I by Lemma 2.25. Hence Qi 96 (0).

6) I = (a,b), J = (a,b] : Here a not in J implies d = c, but d can be chosen freely.

So by the same argument as above, a nonzero f ® g E Q’J·|I can be constructed.

7) I = (a, b), J = [a,b] : Here both c and d are unrestricted, so Gill 96 (0).

8) I = [a,b), J = [a,b] : Since a E I, em") 96 0, thus d = c. But d can be anything.

se QLII 96 (0).
I

9) I = (a,b], J = [a,b] : Here e9(") 96 0, thus d = 0, but c is not restricted. Thus

GH! 96 (0).

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.30. I]

We finally summarize results 2.26 through 2.30 in the following:
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THEoM;M 2.31. Ö' = L2(;6) (B L2(u) ifand only iffor each MILI I for ä either

pl] is a point mass and J = I, (2.31.1)

or

pl] = 0 and J \ I is at most one point. (2.31.2)

We finish tl1is discussion by showing that
Ö“

= Ö in the case where pl] = 6,0, a point

mass at 1: = 1:0 in I, and thus substantiating our conjecture that
Ö“

= Ö for this case.

Pnoposrrxou 2.32. Ifnl] consists ofa single point mass at :6 = :60 in I for a MILI I for

1/w, then Öl] = Ö'lI.

Pnoorz Without loss of genera.1ity we assume that pl] equals the unit point mass measure

6,0 supported on {1:0} C I. For this simple lt the measure 6"2R°9dp is certainly finite.

Thus, by the results summarized in Table 2.1, we already know Öl] = Ö"lI when (I, J) is

of types 1-5. There remains only Type 6 where I is open and the set J \ I consists of one

point. We proceed by showing ÖH] = ÖH] in this case as well.

First of all, from Definition 2.6 for Ö, h 6) k 6 Öl] where I is a MILI for ä with

endpoints a and b, means h = h(1:0) n — a.e. on I and for some hl 6 AC;,,,(I), hl(:60) =

h(I0):

I¢°(")h1(¤=)— e‘°<~>h1(y> = / <e°k)<¢)d¢
11

for m—a.e. 27 6 I, where we let @(27) = 0(t)dt. Letting y = :60, and noting gG(‘¤) = 1,

we get
Ie@<=>hl(„;) = / (e°k)(t)dt + h(6„) (2.32.1)

for m — a.e. 6 I. Now if a 6 J \ I, by (2.32.1) and (2.6.2), we get

I I IQ I

/ (e9k)(t)dt + h(x0) = (e@hl)(1) = (e9k)(t)dt = (6°k)(6)dt + / (e9k)(t)dt.
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Thus, ifa 6 J\I,
$0

/ (eGk)(t) = h(:z:0). (2.32.2)

Similarly, if b 6 J \ I, by (2.32.1) and (2.6.2) of Def. 2.6,

2: b

/ (e9k)(t)dt + = (eGh1)(a:) = - / (e9k)(t)dt
0

:1:

bThatis, ifb 6 J\I,
6

/
(eSk)(t)dt = —h(x0). (2.32.3)

$0

We now consider explicitly the two cases where (J \ I) consists of one point.

1) I = (a,b), J = [a,b) : By (2.32.2) we have

I
QJ‘|I = {c(—1 6) —eéX[,,,,°)1/w):c 6 (II}

which agrees with QL by case (5) of the proof of Theorem 2.30, via (2.30.4).

2) I = (a,b), J = (a,b] : By (2.31.3),

ÖLII = {¤[(—1 G9 —¢"X[„.,611/w)=¤ E @9}

which, from (2.30.4), agrees with QL by the case (6) of Theorem 2.30. El

2c. Qlosure of the graph in other topologies

In this subchapter we study the closure of Q in various other topologies. We begin

with the norm topology of LP(;4) G) L*’(u) where 1 S p < oo. In this case we require

0 6 L"(1/). As mentioned earlier, with certain modifications of the statements and duality

relationships, all the results given carry over to p with 1 S p < oo.

Consider first 1 < p < oo. Let q represent the conjugate index for p defined by

1/p + 1/q = 1. Recalll for p = 2 the important observation (2.1) that F 6 L2(u|[a,b])
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implies F E L1(m|[a,b]) whenever hbbbb] idm < oo. Correspondingly, for the case of a

more general p,

° 1 1 “ 1/°urndm = / uF¤—d~ 6 nFu„ „ , (f (-) db)Äbbbb bb w ( Ilb bl) [bbbbb w
1/q

= llFllL'(vI[¤„b]) wl-qdm')
[av"]

by Hölder’s inequality. Thus if w1'q E L1(m|[a,b]) then F E L*’(u) implies that F E

L‘(m|[a, Therefore the localization occurs at intervals I, which are MILI’s for w1‘q.

Now the other observation, for p = 2, was that eep is absolutely continuous and (6@p)’ =

69((9p + p'), whenever e2R°9é is integrable. Since

1

1
1/q

S e"R°9 —du Gp + p' ,(bb w, ) n ul, M
1/q

= ll@P+P'llL·(»)
we see that the corresponding requirement is that c‘lR°9w1'° E L1(w|[a,b]). Thus for an

interval I which is a MILI for w1"', the analogous interva.1 J is defined with respect to the

integrability of
e"R°Gw""

at the endpoints of I. As before, there are six cases to consider,

depending on whether I and J include their endpoints.

Recall, for p = 2, we conjectured that Q = Q' and that in most cases, this was in fact

true. For general p, 1 S p < oo, Q is defined as in Def. 2.6, but with the modifications

mentioned above. As before, Q' C Ö; the proof is completely analogous. To argue the

other inclusion we considered Q' a.s (QL)L. To make sense of this for p 56 2, we simply

interpret this in the context of L7’—L° duality. For Q C L”(p)69Lb’(v) define the annihilator

of Q, QL Q L"(u) 69 L"(¤), via

QL = {f Qäg E L"(;i) QB L"(11):/fpdp + b/gpdv = 0} for all polynomials p}.
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Similarly, the second annihilator of Q, L(QL), is defined by

lm)- = {L Q k 6 Lw) Q L"(u) ; /fhd„ + jgkdy = o for an f Qg 6 gl}.

Since a standard result in functional analysis is that L(QL) is the norm closure of Q, we see

that arguments similar to those for p = 2 will give analogous res11lts for all p, 1 < p < oo.

For p = 1, the observation corresponding to (2.1) is that if -1]; is essentially bounded on

[a,b] then F E L1(u|[a,b]) implies F E L1(m][a,b]). Thus the localization is to maximal

intervals I on which -1]; E L°°(I The intervals J are then defined according to whether

or not eR"9ä; remains essentially bounded at the endpoints of I. Letting q = oo, QL and

LQL are defined as in the cases 1 < p < oo. Using this and the above modifications, the

results and proofs for p = 1 follow those given.

We finish this chapter by considering the closure of the graph of 0 + d/da: acting on

the space of continuous functions on a compact subset of [0, 1] into itself. By analog 0

would then be assumed to be continuous. But since multiplication by 0 then is bounded,

we may simplify our discussion, without loss of generality, to the consideration of simply

D = d/dx.

So let E be a compact subset of the interval [0, 1], and let C(E) denote the space of

continuous functions on E with the uniform norm. Consider the densely defined operator

D : C(E) —> C(E) given by Dp = p' for a.ll polynomials p. Let Q represent the graph of

D, that is

Q = {p $p' xp a polynomial}.

We wish to characterize the closure of Q,Q‘, in the direct sum topology of uniform con-

vergence in each component.

The analysis relies on the topological properties of E. Denote by int E the interior

of E. Write int E as a countable disjoint union of intervals

int E = Ü,(a,,b;).
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Let E be given by

E = Uj[aj,bj].

Notice first that the expression for E is also a disjoint union; indeed, if [aj, bj] U [aj, bj] ;é 46

where aj < aj, then (aj, bj) C int E, a contradiction. Secondly E \ E contains no intervals

since it is a subset of the nowhere dense set E \ (Int Now let Q denote the closed

submanifold of C(E) 63 C'(E) defined by

E = {(h Q E) 6 c(E) Q his Ac(E) ami k|E = ME}.

Our result is that Q' = We begin by proving Q' C Q which is straightforward. The

other inclusion relies on a characterization of the annihilator of Q, QL, where the duality

relationship is that of C(E) with M(E), the Banach space of all regular Borel measures

supported in E.

Tunomzm 2.33. Q'

QPRooF:Let (h (B k) E Q'. Let {pjj} be a sequence of polynomials such that p„ —> h and

pf, —> k uniformly on E. If E = U}[aj, bj], we need to show for each i, h is AC([aj, bj]) and

h' |[a_b]]= k. Fix one such i. We have, for a.ll :c,y 6 [aj,bj]

(2-33-1)
mw

Furthermore for each :6, y E [aj,b;] p„(:c) — p„(y) —> h(x) — h(y).

Finally, since pf, -> k uniformly, we have

lim
[M]

for all a:,y E [aj,bj]. The theorem then follows by taking the limit as n goes to infinity in

(2.33.1). EI

The proof of the other inclusion involves establishing some lemmas which characterize

QL and localizing our concerns to each [aj,bj].
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LEMMA 2.34. For two regular Borel measures ml and mg supported on E, (mlüämg) E QL

if and only if

Am]
dml = 0 (2.34.1)

the measure dml(t)] dx is supported in E, (2.34.2)

and

dm2(t) = —
1]

dml(t)j] dz. (2.34.3)

Pnoor: We first note that (2.34.3) states that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ml; with

respect to m (Lebesgue measure) is — ] jbc,1] dml(t)] . That is

dm;/dm = — dm(t)] .
(IJ]

Now suppose (ml 6]) mg) E QL. Then for all polynomials p,

0 = j 1>(¤)dm1(=¤) + j 1>’(¤¤)dmz(w)
[0,1] [0,1]

= 1>(0)j dm1(=¤) + j (j 1>’(¢)d¢)dm1(==)+ j 1>’(¤)dmz(¤)
[0,1] [0,1] [0,:] [0,1]

dwLettingp E 1, in (2.34.4), we get ml must satisfy (2.34.1). Next, by considering poly-

nornials p' with p(0) = 0 (a dense set in C([0,1]) by the St0ne—Weierstrass theorem), it

follows from (2.34.4) that ml and ml must satisfy (2.34.2) and (2.34.3).

To prove the other direction simply reverse the argument. E]

The next key idea is that the intervals [ag, bg] which comprise E play a role similar to

that of the MILl’s for ä in the LP cases. That is, the elements in QL must be zero off

their union. l
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LEMMA 2.35. If(ml EB m2) E QL, then ml has no point masses in E \ E.

PROOFZ As noted above E \E contains no intervals. Thus any open interval must intersect

the complement of E \ E. Let 20 E E\ E. By (2.34.2), for m — a.e. 2 E [0,1] \ E

ml((2,l]) ='/ dml(t) = 0. (2.35.1)
(zvll

Thus, by additivity, ml((2,y]) = 0 for m — a.e. 2,y in [0, 1] \ E. Now choose a sequence

of positive numbers {§,,} so that §,, \„ 0. Let I,, = (20 — §,,,20 + f,,). We wish to show

that, for each n, there are points 2,, and y,, belonging to I,,, with In < Io < y,,, so that

m1(($¤»3/nl) = 0-

To do this, from (2.35.1), it suflices to show each I,, intersects the complement of E in a

set of positive Lebesgue measure on each side of 20. We first show that I,, must intersect

the complement of E on each side of 20. Indeed, if say I,, did not intersect [0, 1] \ E to the

left of 20, then it would follow that (20 — §,,,20] C E. But this would contradict 20 ¢ E.

Next note that both [O, 1] \ E and I,, are open. Thus their non—empty intersection, which

from above contains an open interval on each side of 20, must have positive Lebesgue

measure.

Thus we have shown that there a.re sequences {2,,}, {y,,} such that

Q(=¤„,y„] = {wo}

and

m1(w„, y„] = 0

for each n. Finally, since ml is regular, we have

7]j_rg°m1((=¤„-ynl) = m1({¤o})

and the lemma follows. E]
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LEMMA 2.36. Let A = {x E E\ E: 0}. Then ml(A) = 0.

Pnoorz We use in our arguments the total variation of m1,Im1|, which is regular if ml is

regular. So without loss of generality we may assume A is closed. Let 6 > 0 be given and

choose an open set U Z) A so that

Im1I(U \ A) < 6

Write U as a disjoint union of open intervals.

U = U,,(a„,ßn).

We coustruct a new open set Ul 3 A as follows. Delete each interval (04,,,6,,) for which

(a„,,6„) Fl A = 43 from the collection {(04,,, 6,,)}. Let

ai, = iTlf{$ :2: E (62,,,,6,,) fl A}

,6;, = .sup{2: :2: E (01,,,,6,,) V1 A}.

Then for each n not deleted, let

U1ThenA C Ul, modulo the endpoints 04;, and ßf, which are in A, since A is closed. But the

collection of all endpoints is a countable set in E\E, and so by Lemma 1.4 has ml·measure

zero. Furthermore

m1((¤i„ß$.))= f dw) — / dw) = 0
(dm (ßL)1]

by assumption. Thus m2(Ul) = 0. Finally, then

lm1(A)l = lm1(U1) — m1(A)l

= lm1(U1\A)l = lm1(U1)— m1(A)l

= lm1(U1 \A)l

S lm1l(U1 \A) S lm1l(U \ A) < 6-

S0 by the arbitrariness of 6, Lemma 2.36 follows. Ü
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LEMMA 2.37. For (ml EB mg) E Gl, |ml|(E \ B) = 0.

PRooF: Suppose there is an A C E \ B with ml(A) 96 0. Then by Lemma 2.35, there

exists 23 E E \ B so that

But since ml has no point masses in E \ IE', the function f(I,1]dml(2:) is continuous in

E \ E.

Thus there is an interval I containing 2:0 and { > 0, so that

u / «wm.<¢>u > 6
(zwi]

for all 27 E I F1 (E \ Since I must intersect [0, 1] \ E and ml is supported on E, this

contradicts (2.34.2). El

COROLLARY 2.38. For (ml 69 mg) E §J·, |m2|(E \ B) = 0.

PRooF: Let B C E \ B. Then if A is defined as in Lemma 2.36,

B : (B 0 A)Ü(B V1 \ \ A]) = BlÜB2

Now, by (2.34.3), for any set C

m2(C) = / dm2(t) = - / / dmlmdz.
C C (:,1]

So m2(Bl) = 0 by definition of A. S0 suppose m2(B2) 96 0. Then there must be an

:0 E E \ B so that ·!kID'1]dml(t) 96 0. But this leads to a contradiction as in the proof of

Lemma 2.37. Ü

Recall that [a;,b;](i = 1,2,. . are the maximal intervals

inLEMMA2.39. For each i,

0:/ d7Tl1(t) :/ d’fTL1(t).
[.;.,1] (bl,1]
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Paoovz By regularity of m, for :6,,
/‘

11;.

1]): (2.39.1)

Let I be an open interval containing ag. Then I must intersect [0, 1] \ E, an open set of

positive Lebesgue measure. But since (2.34.2) states

/ amg) = 0
(Ivll

for m — a.e. :1: E [0, 1] \ E, there is a sequence {:1:,,} converging up to al so that, for each 11,

ml((:1:,,,1]) =
Ä 1]

dml(t) = 0.

Using this sequence in (2.39.1), we get

dm(t) = 0.
[M1]

A similar argument shows j]bh1]dml(t) = 0. Ü

Tumomm 2.40. Ö Q Q'.

PRo0F: Let (h Q k) E We show (h Q k) E Q' by showing

/
h(:1:)dml(x)+/ k(a:)dmg(x) = 0

[0.1] [0.1]

for all (ml Q mg) E QL. But using Lemmas 2.37 and 2.38, it sufiices to show for each i

and for each (ml Q mg) E QL

h(:c)dml(:1:) +/ k(:1:)dm2(x) = 0.
[0;,b,] [unbe]

So fix i, and let (ml Q mg) E G1'. Using (2.34.3) we have

/ k(x)dm,(x) = - / k(x) (/ dmlm) dx
[Giebel [Gelbe] (L1]

- - j (j 1...,...) .1.,..,., - j (j 1..,..) ....0,
[¤;,b;] [G;,:L‘] (bg,1] [a,,b,]
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by interchanging the order of integration. But by assumption h(y) — h(:z:) = hx y] k(t)dt

for all :1:,y E [a;,b,]. Thus, '

/ k(a:)dm2(x) = —/ h(x)dm1(:c) + h(a;)/ dm1(:c)
[Gelbe] [Gelbe] [¤s«b6]

- h(b;) / dm1(z) + h(a,) / dm,(x)
(6,,1] (6,,1]

= —/ h(x)dm1(2:) + h(a;)/ dm1(:z:) — h(6;)/ dm1(x).
[ahbi] [Girl] (bivll

S0

/ h(a:)dm1(x) +/ k(x)dm2(x) = h(a,)/ dm1(x) — h(b,)/ dm1(:v) = 0
[Gabe] [¤••be] [MJ] (lu.1]

by Lemma 2.39. EI

We close this chapter by answering the questions when is D closable and when is
§“

all of C(E) S C(E).

Tmaonmm 2.41. D is closable, if and only ifE = (l:7)“ (that is, E is the closure of its

interior).

Pnoor: First suppose (E)' = E. Let (0 S g) E Gi Then by Theorem 2.33, g E 0 on E.

Thus, by continuity g E 0

onConversely,suppose ¢ E. Let :1:0 E E \ (E)'. By Urysohn’s Lemma, there is

a function g, continuous on E, so that g(:c0) = 1 and g(a:) = 0 for all :1: E Now

(0 S g) E Ö C G', by Theorem 2.40, but is non-zero. Thus D is not closable. E]

TH1·:om·:M 2.42. Q' = C(E) S C(E) if and only ifE = qb (that is, E has empty Interior).

Pnoorz If E Qé 48, we have for h(x) E 1 on E, (h S h) is in C(E) S C(E) but not in Q-.

Conversely, if 1:] = Q3, then there are no requirements on an element of C(E) S C(E) to be

in C G". Thus G- : C(E) SC(E). EI



3. Spectra of Pure Subjordan Operators.

ßa. Introduction

In this chapter we address the question we originally set out to answer: can a definitive

characterization be made of those compact subsets of the real line which arise as spectra

of pure subjordan operators?

Towards this we introduce the players involved.

Definition 3.1. Let IC be a Hilbert space, and let S and N be bounded operators on IC

satisfying _

S = S" (3.1.1)

N2 = 0 (3.1.2)

SN = NS (3.1.3)

The operator J = S + N is called a jordan operator on K. (Note: J is sometimes

referred to as a real jordan operator since the spectrum of J is a subset of the real line. In

fact, it can be shown that a(J) = a(S) (see Proposition 3.7). Complex jordan operators

are ones for which S is only required to be normal. These will be mentioned in the last

chapter. The reader will also find in depth discussions of complex jordans (and subjordans)

i¤ [A2], [BH], [Bu]-)

Definition 3.2. Let J be a jordan operator on K and suppose H is a subspace of K

invariant for J. We call the operator T on H defined by T E JIH a subjordan operator.

Further, if it is the case that the smallest subspace of K containing H on which both S

and N are invariant is itself K, then J is said to be a minimal jordan extension of T.

Finally, a subjordan operator T on H is called pure, if for all invariant subspaces H0 for

T with H0 96 H and so that T|H0 is jordan, then it must be that Hg

=Thefollowing two propositions give equivalent descriptions of purity.

56
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Pnoposiriou 3.3. T is a pure subjordan operator on H ifand only if there are no nonzero

invariant subspaces for T on which T is sellladjoint.

Pnoor: Let Hg S H with T(HO) Q HO. First, if T|HO is self-adjoint then it is trivially

jordan on HO. Conversely, let T|HO = SO + Ng be jordan. That is S5 = SO, N3 = 0, and

SONO = NOSO. Assuming NO 96 0 (otherwise T|HO is self-adjoint and we are done), let

Hl = Ran Ng 96 0 and consider T|Hl. Let hg E Hg and set hl = Nhg E Hl.

Then

Th} = (Sg + Ng)Nhg = SgNghg+=

SOhl

and

Sühl = $0N0710 = N0($0710) E H1-

So we see Hl is a nonzero invariant subspace for T on which it is self-adjoint. EI

The second equivalent notion of purity actually gives that the only manner in which

T = J|H = SO + Ng can be jordan itself is for SO = S|H and Ng = N|H. The proof relies

on machinery exposited in [BH], wl1ich we presently set forth, and the ensuing technical

lemma.

Definition 3.4. The symbol expansion of an operator T is the function

. . °°QT(8) = 8-1sT 6:sT = Zßksk
k=0

for some sequence of operators {Bk};1. An operator T is said to be coadjoint (of order

2) if there are operators Bl and B2 so that

Ql-·(s) = I + Bls + Bgsz.

An operator A is said to be a nilpart for a coadjoint operator T, if

A"A S B2 (3.4.1)
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A - A' = T — T' (3.4.2)

and

T'(A + A') = (A + A')T. (3.4.3)

As a point of reference, nilparts are the basic building blocks used by Ball and Helton

in constructing jordan extensions (again, see In [H3], Helton proved that an operator

is jordan if and only if both it and its adjoint are co-adjoint. Using that we present this

technical result.

LEMMA 3.5. Let J = S + N be a jordan operator on K. Then the nilpart for J is unique

and equal to N.

Pxoorz Let B1 and B2 be operators so that

Q1(8) = I+ 831 + 8232,

and suppose A is a nilpart for J. By Lemma 11.5 in [BH], B2 = N*N and since J = S-}-N

is jordan, J — J' = N — N'. Therefore 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 become

A*A g N*N (3.5.1)

and

A—A' =N—N'. (3.5.2)

Now write K = (RanN)·L (B (RanN) and for some
I‘

: (RanN)J· —> RanN we have

_ 0 0N - [1.. 0] .

By (3.5.1), we have RanA* Q RanN* Q kerN' = (RanN)·‘·. Thus, if with respect to

K = (RanN)J· QB RanN,

- A11 A12]
— A — [A21 A22
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it follows that

,4* = [A31 A31].
Hence A12 = A22 = 0. Using (3.5.2), we have

A11 *" *14;]}
=

0
*I‘*

A21 0 F 0 °

Thus A11 =
A‘{1

and A21 = F. Returning to (3.5.1) and computing products yields

A}, + 1**1* 0 < 1**1* 0
0 0 * 0 0

’

or A§1+I‘*I‘ S I‘*I‘. Therefore A11 = A12 = A22 = 0 and A21 =
I‘

from which we conclude

A = N. Ü

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let J = S + N be ajordan operator on IC. Let H S IC be invariant for

J with T = JIH. Then T is jordan ifand only ifH is invariant for both S and N.

PRoo1·*: Let J = S + N on IC, let H S K be invariant for J, let T = J]H = S0 + N0 and

assume both J and T are jordan. Further let

Q_;(s) = 1 + B1s +
B2s2

and

QT(8) = 1 + B108 + B2o82

be the symbol expansions for J and T. We claim B20 = PHB2|H. To see this consider

= PHeisT° PHeisT|H

= eisT°eisT

=Nowby Lemma 1.5 of [BH], we have B2 = N"N and B20 = NQN0. Thus

NJNO = P·HN*N|H.
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But from Theorem 1.1 of [BH], we have P·HN|H is a nilpart for T, which, by applying

Lemma 3.5, gives

(PHN|H)‘“PHN|H = PHN"N|H,

or

P·HN"‘PHN|H = PHN*N[H.

This gives

P·HN"(I - PH)N|H = 0,

or

(I - P·H)N|H = 0.

Hence H is invariant for N and hence also invariant for S.

Conversely, if H is invariant for both S and N, then T = (S|H) + (N|H), where

(S|H)* = S|H,(N|H)2 = 0 and (S|H)(N|H) = SNIH = NS[H = (N|H)(S|H). Hence T

is jordan on H. El

We complete tl1is introductory section with a result which gives, for J jordan, 0(J) =

o*(S In fact this proposition is used in Chapter 5 in the more general context of complex

jordan operators.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A and N be bounded operators on a Hilbert space KI so that AN =

NA and N2 = 0. Then a(A + N) = 0(A).

PRo0F: Since A and N commute, we have

((A1— A)'1N]2 = (A1 - A)·21v2 = 0

for all «\ in the resolvent set of A.

Thus (ÄI—A)“1N is nilpotent from which it follows that I- (AI-A)'1N is invertible.

So considering the formal equation

(A1 — (A + 1v))—‘ = (A1 - A)·*[1 - (A1 - A)'1N]‘1,
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we see A 6 p(A + N) if and only if A E p(A). Hence 6(A + N): o(A). E1

§b. The Model

We now introduce a concrete construction of a subjordan operator T = T(u,1/,0)

which we will later show serves as a model for general pure subjordan operators. Earlier

models for co-adjoint (or 2-symmetric) operators ([H1], [H2], [H4], were more com-

plicated and involved the theory of distributions. Themodel introduced in [BH] assumes

that the operator is already known to be subjordan; the former models were built to yield

properties under which a jordan extension existed. The model from [BH] uses only mea-

sure theory while avoiding distributions. Under the latter perspective, our contribution

here is to specialize it to characterize pure subjordan operators.

Definition 3.8. Let u and u be two real measures whose supports are compact and con-

tained in some finite closed real interval, satisfying the following:

sppt;1 = spptu E E (3.8.1)

u << ll (3.8.2)

The inclusion map F : L2(p) —> L2(u) is continuous (3.8.3)

11 << m, where m as before denotes Lebesgue measure (restricted to E) (3.8.4)

11 is carried by the union of all MILI's for 1/w, where w = du/dm E L1(m). (3.8.5)

Notationally, let IC1 = L2(;l),IC2 = L2(v), IC = IC; Q) IC2, S; be multiplication by 27 on

IC;(i = 1,2). Let
I‘

: IC; —> IC2 be the operator defined by Pf = f for all f E IC1, and

finallyletJ=S+N:IC->IC,where

_ S1 0 _ 0 0S‘[0 s2]*N‘[1“ 0]
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is thought of as acting on an element f of K written as f = with f; 6 K;(i = 1,2).

Further, let 0 E L2(1/), and define the unbounded operator D : L2(u) —> L2(u), densely on

a.ll polynomials p by

Dp = 0p + p'.

We let H denote the subspace ofK obtained by closing Q E { gp] : p a polynomial},

the graph of D. Fina.lly, let T = T(u,u, 0) E J[H.

Later we will show that given a pure subjordan operator (under an additional cyclic

property) it is unitarily equivalent to a T(p,1/, 0) for certain choices of ]u,u, and 0. The

following theorem states that a given T = T(u,u, 0) is subjordan, and with an additional

hypothesis (which we think is probably unnecessary) is in fact, pure.

Tm·:oREM 3.9. The operator T = T(u,u, 0), as defined by Defi 3.8, with u and u satisfying

3.8.1 through 3.8.5, is subjordan on H with minimal jordan extension J. Moreover if the

following is also satisfied

The measure u is carried by the union of the MILI's for 1/w, (3.9.1)

then T = T(,u,u, 0) is pure.

Przoorz We first show J is jordan. Clearly, S = S1 63 Sg is self-adjoint and N is nilpotent.

Thus J is jordan, if SN = NS. Now

_ S1 0 0 0 _ 0 0SN- [0 0.] [0 0]- [0.0 0]
and

_ 0 0 S1 0 _ 0 0NS- [0 0] [0 0.] - [00. 0]
Since by (3.8.1), spptu = spptu for all f E K1,

S01“(f(¤)) = S2(f(¤=)) = SSf(S=)
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and

1“S1(f(==)) = F(==f(<¤)) = wf(¤=).

it follows that J is jordan on K.

Next we note that D is closable. This follows from Theorem 2.24, since 1/ << m by

(3.8.4), 1/(K) = 0 by (3.8.5), and the complement of sppt„u contains no intervals in a MILI

for 1/w by (3.8.1).

To see H = G' is invariant for J, consider p a polynomial and denoting by J the

operator of multiplication by , we get

$0P=$P= xp =(=¤1>)€g
1 :1: Dp p + a:Dp p + :2:0p + xp' D(xp)

Thus J(H) Q H, since H = Q' and D is closable.

Now let IC be a subspace so that H Q IC Q K and which is invariant for both S and

N. Then

p _ 0 0 p _ 0 ·
^’lv1»l‘l1 Ol [D1]- [Pl EK'

For a.ll polynomials p, thus, [N(H)]“ = [N(Q‘)]‘ = { : p a polynomial}_ =

20
Q K. Moreover since Dp 6 L2(1/) for all polynomials, 0

6 J6 for all poly~L (V) Dp
nomials. Finally since H Q IC, we have gp] 6 IC for all polynomials, and it follows

that

11 _ 0 _ p ^
lßpl [D1]- [Ol E K’

· - L°'(u) ·Taking the closure over all polynomials p, we have 0 Q IC. Thus

· L20!) 0 -

which proves that J is a minimal jordan extension of T. (Note: Minimal jordan extensions

may not be unique but are unitarily equivalent under certain conditions. See
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It is left to show that if in addition ii satisfies 3.9.1, then T is in fact pure. To do

this we show every nonzero invariant subspace for T contains an invariant subspace on

which T is not self—adjoint. Since the restriction of a self-adjoint operator to an invariant

subspace is also self-adjoint, it follows that T has no invariant subspaces on which it is

self-adjoint, hence by Prop. 3.3, T is pure.

Let Hg be a nonzero invariant subspace for T. Since Hg g H = DomD, there is

a hg 6 DomD Q L2(;z), hg 56 0, so that 6 H0. Using the definition of Ö (Def. 2.6)

and the fact that Ö Q Q- (Th. 2.10), we may assume hg 6 AC;,,c(I) for each MILI I for

1/w. Moreover, by 3.9.1, p. is carried by the union of the MILI’s for 1/w, and hence not

identically zero 011 some MILI.

Consider the cyclic subspace Ho of Hg generated by [1;;:0 . Precisely, let

Hg = [span{T" [ggü] : n = 0,1,2,...}]".

By an inductive argument one can show in general that

U”l"l=l lDh D(xU·Uh) U

for h 6 DomD,n = 1,2, . . .; hence H0 can also be identified as

H0 = {[Dph° : p a polynomial}— .(ßho)

Now let d;) = |h0|2d;1, dü = |ho|2d1/, and 0 = 0 + hf,/ho, and consider the transformation

[$6.::::222;;] ~ iéäääéäl
defined by

U läl = lZ§Z:l·
Since for the polynomials p,

2

II Hg = I|1>ho|If;¤(,.) +lI01>ho + Phß + P'hoIlf„=(,„) = IIP|If,=(,;) + llöp + P’lIi,=(.>)»
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(where · [lg denotes the graph norm on H) we see U is a unitary map from Ho to H1,

where H1 is the closure of the graph of Ö : DomI) Q L2(}’l) —> Lz(17), defined densely on

the polynomials as

Üp = Öp + p'-

Noting that Ö E Lz(17), since [lÖllL¤(,;) = llDhol[i,(y), and letting T : DomÖ —> H1

be defined densely on all polynomials p by

T P = Tpho[D.][Da.)
we see that T is unitarily equivalenttoWe

next argue that T = T(11, 17,Ö) is an operator of the type defined in 3.8, i.e. 11 and

17 satisfy 3.8.1 through 3.8.5. First note that

ßpptü = (81>1>¢Iho|°)¤ E = (S1>1>¢|ho|z)¤ Spptv = Spptü-

Further we have i
d17 = lholzdu = lholzwdm,

and

d17 = lholzdv = lho[z(d1//d11)d11 = (du/d11)d11.

Thus 11 and 17 satisfy 3.8.1-3.8.4.

Let G = U{Int I : I a MILI for 1/w}. By 3.9.1, the previously noted fact that hg

is 1l — a.e. locally absolutely continuous, and assuming, since hg E Lz(v), hg = 0 when

w = 0, we may conclude [holz is carried by the open subset G of G where

G=E\{2: : ho(:1:)=0}.

Thus d17 = lholzdu is carried by G which is a countable union of open intervals contained

in G. Furthermore, (lho[zw)‘1 is locally integrable on each of these intervals and not
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integrable on E \ Hence the union of the MILI’s for (|h0|2w)"‘ must be contained in

We conclude d17 = |ho|2wd},t is carried by the union of the MILI’s for (|h0|2w)'1.

Thus 17 satisfies 3.8.5.

We conclude T = T(;.1,17,0) is subjordan on Tl;. The proof is completed by the

following.

PROPOSXTION 3.10. HT = T(;1,17, 0) is defined as in 3.8, then T is not selßadjoint.

Pnoorz Let p and q be polynomials. We compare graph inner products

P Q< T [DP] , [Dq] >;; (3.10.1)

and

P T q 3.10.2>G1 ( )

where T is multiplication by . Expanding (3.10.1) gives

/wpädß + /[(¤1>)’ + 9=¤1>l[(F1’ + @101/-

while (3.10.2) yields

/wpädu +
/I1>’

+ 91>l[(¤ä)’ + wöäldv-
Canceling the first term of each and then considering just the integrands of the second

terms, we have

wp'? + pa' +
¤=p’öä

+ pöä + vwpq + Ivlzwpä

and

¤=1>’ä’ +
1>’?1

+ 1/wöä +
¤91>?1’

+ ßpä + Ißlzwpä-

Dropping like terms, we see that self-adjointness of T requires

pa' + pöä =
p’ä

+ 9pQ (3-10-3)
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for a.ll polynomials p and q. Letting p = 2:,q = 1, (3.10.3) yields

2:0 = 1 + 0:1:

or

1 .2:(§Im(0)) = z,

which is a contradiction. Thus T = T(p, V, 0) is not self—adjoint. EI

3c. The Cyclic Case

In the following we show that an arbitrary subjordan operator T with cyclic vector is

unitarily equivalent to an operator of the form presented in Definition 3.8. This is done

through a series of lemmas. The results of Chapter 2 are then cited to conclude that 0(T)

must be regularly closed.

LEMMA 3.11. Let J be a Jordan operator on IC. Let H S IC be invariant for J and let

T E JIH. Then J can be represented on IC = IC1 EB IC2 by

J ‘ [ 1* s,]

where

S; : IC; —> IC; is seltladjoint (i = 1,2). (3.11.1)

PS1 = S2I‘ (3.11.2)

RanI‘ is dense in IC2, (3.11.3)

and

There is a closed operator D : IC; —> IC; (3.11.4)

so that H = Dom D + ,S1(Dom D) Q Dom D,N Q (RcmD)J·,S;N Q N and

DS} = S2D + P.
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PRooF: Let J = S + N where S = S*,N2 = 0 and SN = NS. Since S is self-adjoint, it

can be represented as multiplication by 27 on a direct integral space (see [Cl])

IC = /QIC(2:)da(z)

for some measure a. Further since SN = NS, N can be represented as a diagonal operator

of multiplication by the measurable operator function N(2:) on IC. Now for each x, put

IC(2:) = IC;(2:) Q IC;(2:), where IC = [Ran(N(:c))]‘L and IC;(2:) = Ran.N(2:). Then we can

write N(2:) as
_ 0 0Mx) * {mn) 0}

for some operator 1"(2:) : IC;(2:) —+ Kg(2!) which has dense range for each 22 (3.11.3). With

respect to IC(2:) = IC;(2:) Q K:2(22), write

- $1(<¢) 0

where for i = 1,2, S;(2:) is multiplication by z on IC;(2:) and S;(2:)" = S;(x). Then

- S1 0J — ir S;}
on IC; Q IC; = (fQIC;(2:)da(2:)) Q QIC;(2:)da(2:)). Further, since SN = NS, a quick

ca1c11lation shows I‘(2:)S;(2:) = S;(2:)I‘(z), for each 2:.

It is left to prove 3.11.4. Towards this, define a subspace, Dom D, of IC via

DomD = {h E IC; : Sk E IC; with E H}.

Let D be the linear operator on DomD defined by: for h E DomD, let Dh = lg where k

is the element of minimal norm in the closed subspace {l E IC; : E H}.

We first show D is closed. Let {f„} be a sequence of functions in DomD so that

f„ —> f and Df„ —> g. Now, E H for all n, and since H is closed and —>

, E H. Thus fé DomD. Let

Su = D(f — fn) and gn = Dfn- _
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Then for each n,

llänll = iHf{Ilk|l l (flf") 6 H}.

Further, since gf") E H, we have

llänll S llg — ynll

for all n. But lim ||g — g„|| = 0. So
71**00

llDf — yll S llDf — Df„ll + |lDf„ — gll

= + Ilyn " all nrw 0-

Thus Df = g.

Let h E DomD and choose k E K12 so that E H. Thus, by the invariance of H

for J, we get
S1 0 h _ Slh[ 1- S.] l.] - lm. S,.] E H-

So Slh E DomD and we conclude that DomD is invariant for S1. Further,usingin

the previous calculation gives DS; = l" + SQD.

Finally, defining N to be the subspace of KI; given by

lv - °:{k€/C2 . k EH}.

Then obviously N Q (RanD)J· and

H:Moreover,if k E N, then E H and

0 _ 0J lkl ‘ ls-Hl E"'
Thus SQN Q N, and the proof is complete. El
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LEMMA 3.12. Let T be sub-Jordan on H with cyclic vector. Let J be a minimal Jordan

extension 0fT on K = K1 G9 K2 satisfying 3.11.1, 3.11.2, and 3.11.3. Then there are

compactly supported real measures 11 and 1/, with

K1 = L2(p),K2 = L2(l/) (3.12.1)

and

S; is multiplication by 22 on K; (i = 1,2). (3.12.2)

P1v.oo1·‘: By the proof of Lemma 3.11, for i = 1,2

K; = 6BIC;(a:)da(a:)).

Thus, to show 3.12.1 and 3.12.2, we argue that the fiber of K; over :1:, for each :1:, is one-

dimensional. Let é' = be a cyclic vector for T. We look for an invariant subspace for

both S and N (and thus for J) which contains

H = {p(T) : p a polynomial} .

Using the easily verified identity

T,. _ x 0 " _ wi 0_
I‘(:v) :1:

—
nI‘(:1:)x"‘1 x"

we see that H is also given by

p a po ynomza }.

Let K = K1 G5 K2 where

and

/€z(=¢) = (V{l”(=¤)€1(¤=)1, €z(x)})'-
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Notice that H C IC and since, if E IC then l

’] [ ° l °N = Klg r<¤>x<¤>
Eand6

f] [wf(¤=)] ·S = K,[9 wy(¤=) E

we have IC is invariant for both S and N.

Hence, by minima.lity of J,IC Q IC, and in particular IC; Q IC; which has a one

dimensional fiber. Thus IC; also has a one dimensional fiber. To see that IC; has a one

dimensional fiber, note that IC; = RanN and

NW] =l ° l·E2(=¤) F(w)§1(¤)

That is, the über of RanN over :1: is spanned by [I.(x)(él and therefore is one-
dimensional.

We conclude that there exists real measures p and V so that up to unitary equivalence

K1 = L2(;l) and IC; = L2(u), and that S; is multiplication by :1: on IC; (i = 1,2). El

LEMMA 3.13. Under the assumptions ofLemma 3.12, the following hold:

There is a function I‘(:1:) E L2(v) so that for all h E L2(p),(I‘h)(x) = 1“(2:)h(:1:) (3.12.1)

V << p (3.12.2)

I‘(x) 96 0 u — a.e. (3.12.3)

PROoF: By 3.11.2, 3.12.1, and 3.12.2, the operator P : L2(p) —+ L2(V) intertwines mul-

tiplication by :1: on L2(;i) and L2(v). Citing Abrahamse [A], we thus have there exists a

function I‘(a:) so that for all h 6 L2(;1), (I‘h)(:1:) = I‘(:1:)h(z) which satisfies ,u—a.e. on the
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set E = {x|(d11/d1/)(2:) > 0} (where d11/dv is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 11 with

respect to 1/)

(I‘(x)) S c(d11/d1/)1/2, (some c > 0) (3.12.4)

and

l“(a:) = 0, (:1: ¢ E). (3.12.5)

To show 1/ << 11, we argue by contradiction as follows.

Let 1/ = 1/,, + 1/, where 1/,, << 11 and 1/, J. 11. Suppose there is a set A so that l/_,(8) > 0

while 1/,,(A) = 11(A) = 0. Consider the function XA(:1:), a non-zero element of L2(1/). Pick

h E RanI‘. Then h(:z:) = 1‘(z)g(x) 1/- a..e., for some g E L2(11). Since 11(A) = 0, we may

assume g = 0 on A. Then

< h,XA >;;, = /l”‘(a:)g(:1:)XA(:c)d1/

= I‘(:c)g(:c)d1/ = 0.
.4

Thus XA is orthogonal to Ranl", but by 3.11.3, Ranl“ is dense in KIZ, a contradiction. We

conclude 1/, = 0, implying 1/ << 11.

Now note that since 1/ << 11, the set

E = {11|(d11/d1/)(¤=) > 0}

= {¤I(d¤//d11)(¤1) > 0}

is a carrier for 1/. Thus, by (3.13.4)

/|I‘|2d1/ = /
|I‘|2d1/ S /

c|d11/d1/|d1/
E E

:/.:1,1 < oo,
E

and it follows that I‘(a:) E L2(1/).

. Finally, using again that E is a carrier for 1/ and (3.13.4), we have

1 1—— > — d d 1/2 0Hz) - c( 11/ 11) >
1/—a.e., and 3.13.3 follows. Ü
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LEMMA 3.14. Ifin addition to the assumptions ofLemma 3.12, T is pure subjordan, then

H = D0mD (3.14.1)

The operator D can be represented as 0 + d/dz where 0 6 L2(u), and

H = |p a poIynomia1.}“ (3.14.2)
P

Pnoos: By 3.11.4

Hwhere
0 _ 0

l/Vi
_ H ll lßl '

Thus is the intersection of subspaces invariant for J, and hence is itself invariant

for J. Moreover, since SZA/' Q N and J = , it follows from Proposition 3.3,

that T is not pure. We conclude N = 0, and 3.14.1 follows.

From Ball and Helton [BH], T is unita.rily equivalent to [il gz] restricted to

{ { | p a polynomial}

where { is a cyclic vector for T, and D = 0 + Pd/dz for some 0 E L2(1/). Define the

operator

U ; L2(u) -» L2(|r|“d„)

via

(Uf)(w) = (f/F)(¤)

for all f E L2(1/). Then

||Uf||i=(|r|«d„) = /If/1“|2|l“|2dV

= llfHi¤(„)«
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so U is isometric. Moreover from 3.13.1, 3.13.3, and 3.13.4, |I‘|2 E L1(d1/) and esssppt F =

spptv, we have U is in fact unitary. Let

V = Lw) 69 L20/) —· Lw) 69 L2(|F|2dV)

be defined by

V = .ig sv/F
’l [ ’°

l
Then V is unitary and if

Ü —· L°(#) G9 L’(IF|2dV)

Then VJ = JV. Hence J E J, and we may without loss of generality assume I‘(x) E 1

11-a.e. (Thus
I‘

: L2(;1) —> L2(u) can be thought of as the inclusion map which under the

assumptions is continuous.)

We now argue that if { = is a cyclic vector for T then {1 96 0 pt-a.e. If this were

not the case then there would be a set A with ;L(A) > 0 and gl E 0 on A. By considering

IC = XAKG S [C2

~ . . . S1 0 _ 0 0 .we see that IC 1S 1nvar1ant for both S = 0 S2 and N - 1 0 but str1ctly smaller
than KI. This contradicts our assumption that J was a minimal extension.

Let U : L2(p) —> L2(|{1|2d;.z) be defined by Uf = {flf. Then U is unitary. Let

D = UDU*, where D = 0 + d/da: given in the model developed by Ball andHeltonThen

(Df)(¤) = 9(¤)f(¤) + £1(L)(d/d¤)f(L)

and it follows that
_ D .

_

H - | p a polynomial} .
Finally, by the argument above we may take { = 1 and thus we have 3.4.2. E]
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THEom;M 3.5. If T is a pure sub-Jordan operator with cyclic vector, then there are real

measures p and 1/ satisfying 3.8.1 through 3.8.5 and a 0 E L2(v) so that T E T(;1,v,0) as

defined in Definition 3.8.

Pnoorz Lemmas 3.11 through 3.14 give a.ll of Definition 3.8, but 3.8.1, 3.8.3, 3.8.4, and

3.8.5. Citing Theorem 2.24 gives 3.8.4 and 3.8.5. To see 3.8.3, we use the fact that
I‘

= 1

is a bounded operator from L2(;l) to L2(u). Thus for some m > 0, for all f E L2(;l),

||f|Ii,¤(„) S ml|f||f.=(,.I-

Letting s = du/dp, we then get for f E L2(p)

I|f||i=(„) = /If(¤=)|28(¢)du

= / |f(¤)|[¤(¤)l"2I2du
S ml]f]]l.=(„)·

This implies that M, : L2(p) —+ L2(p), where M, is multiplication by s is bounded. So,

in fact, s E L°°(;1).

It is left to show 3.8.1, that is spptp = spptu. Now since 1/ << p,spptv Q spptp

so we need only show spptu Q spptu. Suppose there is a set A Q (spptp) \ (spptu) with

;r(A) > 0. Let A = XAL2(;l). Then A Q kerD and it follows that the subspace M

=iscontained in H. Moreover, since SIA Q A and

TW = [3* 3]
we have by Proposition 3.3, T is not pure, a contradiction. We conclude sppt;1 = spptu.

E1

COROLLARY 3.16. A set E is the spectrum ofa pure sub—Jordan operator with cyclic vector

if and only ifE is regularly closed.

PROo1·‘: Suppose T is a pure subjordan operator on H with minimal Jordan extension J

on IC. By Theorem 3.15, we have T is unitarily equivalent to an operator of the form
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T(;r,v,0) as in Definition 3.8 on H = |p a polynomial}- where D = 9 + d/da: :

L2(p) —> L2(1/). Let E = spptp = spptu. By Corollary 2.25, since D is closed, it follows

that E is a. regularly closed compact set. Thus we need only argue that o·(T) = E.

Since J is assumedlminimal, by Lemma 6.7 of [BH], we know a(J) Q o(T). Moreover,

by Theorem 3.8 of Agler [A2], we have o‘(T)\0(J) is either empty or a union of components

of (E \ 0(J). But since a(J) Q IR,(E \ o(J) has exactly one component, itself. Thus

o(T) \ o(J) = (E \ o(J) or is empty. The former is impossible since a(T) is bounded, so

we conclude a(J) = 0(T). (Note: This argument does not rely on T being cyclic.)

It is left to show 6(J) = E. Since

J = =L°(#)<BL2(¤) —· L2(u)éBL*(¤),

we have cr(J) = 0(S), where S = That is, S = S1 EB Sg with S1 = M, on L2(;r)

and S2 = M, on L2(v). Thus

a(J) = a(S) = o(S1)U 0(S2)

= (spptp) U (spptv) = E U E = E.

Now let E be any regularly closed compact subset of IR. Let p = 11 = mE, where

mE is Lebesgue measure restricted to E. Then ir and v satisfy 3.8.1 through 3.8.5 of

Definition 3.8, and 3.9.1 of Theorem 3.9. Constructing the operator T = T(;r,v,0) as in

Definition 3.8, we have T is pure subjordan by Theorem 3.5. Finally, by the argument

above a(T) = E. Ü

ßd. The Qieneral Qase

Here we prove the main theorem of this chapter. To do this we model the general

(i.e. possibly non-cyclic) pure subjordan in a slightly different manner than in the proof

of Lemma 3.11.
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THEOREM 3.17. A compact subset E of the real line is the spectrum ofa pure subjordan

operator if and only ifE is regularly closed.

PROOFZ One direction of the implication follows from Corollary 3.16. For the other direc-

tion, let T be pure subjordan on H with minimal Jordan extension J = S + N on K. Let

Kl = (RanN)·L,K2 = RanN, and decompose

_ Sl 0 0 0J‘l0 s,l+lr ol
with respect to IC = Kl Q K2. Then (via Theorem 9.1, Chapter II, [C]) we represent Sl

as QZM, on Q ZL2(pj) with pj+l << pj for all j and 0(Sl) = spptpl. Similarly S2
5

can be represented as QZM, on QEL2(1/,) with 1/;+l << 1/; for all i and 0(S2) = spptz/l.

Finally,
I‘

can be viewed as a matrix operator,
I‘

= [I‘;j], where

Fu =L2(#1) —· L2(l/6)

is a bounded multiplication operator for all i and j, viaAbrahamseThe

idea of the proof is find a vector { so that T restricted to the cyclic subspace

generated by { has spectrum the same as T and then cite Corollary 3.16.

We begin by showing 0(T) = a(J) = spptpl. That o(T) = a(J) follows in exactly

the same manner as in the proof of Corollary 3.16. To see that cr(J) = spptpl, it suffices

to show 1/l << pl, since this implies spptx/l Q spptpl, and thus

@(J) = @(5) = @(51) U @(52)

= spptpl U sppti/l = spptpl. (3.17.1)

So suppose 1/l is not absolutely continuous with respect to pl . Then, ifwe write 1/l = 1/G-}-l/8

where 1/,, << pl, and 1/, .L pl, there is a set A with 1/_,(A) > 0 and 1/,,(A) = pl(A) = 0.

Let f(x) = QZf;(x), where

'
_ XA(x) i = 1
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Then f(1:) is nonzero in K;. Let h(x) = (I‘g)(x) for some g E Kl. Then h E RanI‘ which

is dense in K; by definition. Further, since pj << pl for all j, and pl(A) = 0, we may

assume g(2:) = QB Zgj(z) satisfies gj(x) = 0 on A for all j. It follows that

OO

i=1
”=1

OO
J

___?

= /(ZF1J(¤=)yJ(=¤))f1(=¤)d¤1(¤=)
J=1

00

= / (ZF1J(=¤)gJ(¤=))d¤1(==) = 0-

Thus f is orthogonal to RanI‘, a contradiction. We next show that there is vector { =

E H so that if fl(x) = a9Z§;1§lj, then {ll 96 0 pl-a.e. Let C be the nonempty

linear submanifold of L2(pl) defined by

C = {fl E L2(pl) : there is a g E K;, fj E L2(p)(j > 1) so that f = E Kl, E H}.
j:1

Define a norm, · ||C, on C via

|If1||c = i¤f{|| Ilrc=f1 6 L2(#J)(J 2 2),61 6 K2

such that f = éßzfj E Kl,g E K; and E H}.
J=1

Under this norm, C is closed. We now cite a result of Chaumat [Ch]1, to get the existence

of E11 lll C L2(}L1), S0 that f0l' f E C,fd[l„1 << flldßll.

Before proceeding to prove 611 96 0 pl - a.e., we first argue that for any set A with

pl(A) > 0, there is a E H so that fl 96 0 on A where f = Eßxfj. If this were not
J

1Chaumat’s Lemma 3 states that if C is a closed, nonempty convex subset of L1(p) for a
finite measure p, then there exists a fc E C so that for all f E C,fdp << fcdp. But he
actually proves a more general result: C need only be closed in some norm. Using this
and noting that L1(pl) Q L2(pl), we have the result cited.
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the case, that is, if for all E H, fl E 0 on A, then letting B = (spptpl) \ A,

i=2

and K = Kl QB K2, we have K contains H, is strictly smaller than K, and is invariant for

both S and N (since these are multiplication operators), and hence for J; this contradicts

minima.lity.

Now suppose {ll = 0 on some set A with pl(A) > 0. By the above there is a E H

so that fl Qé 0 on A. But then

Llfxldßi > 0, While Aéudur = 0

contradicting that fldp << flldpl. It follows that {ll 96 0 pl — a.e., or equivalently

mspptéir = spptm-

Consider the closed subspace

M =[v{T"6}1‘-

By definition, M is an invariant cyclic subspace and for T and if we let T = T|M, then T

is subjordan. In fact, T is pure, for if there is an invariant subspace Mo of M on which

T is self-adjoint, then Mo is an invariant subspace for T on which it is self-adjoint. Let

J = S + N be a minimal Jordan extension. We claim

0(J) = o(T) = spptpl = 0(T) = 0(J). (3.17.2)

Since T is pure subjordan with cyclic vector, by Corollary 3.16, the spectrum is necessarily

regularly closed. Thus once (3.17.2) is established it follows that a(T) is regularly closed

and the proof is complete.

Now the first (and as already noted, the last) equa.lity of (3.17.2) follows from a

phenomenon previously mentioned: the spectrum of a (real) subjordan operator is equal
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to the spectrum of any minimal (real) Jordan extension (see proof of Corollary 3.16). So

it is left to show a(fI') = spptpl. Let «\ E IR \ (spptpl). Since pj << #1,1/1 << pl, and

1/; << 1/l, for all i,j, it follows that

«\ E [IF \ (¤1>ptuj)] V1 [G? \ ($1>1>t1/6)]

for all i,j. Thus g(2:) = (2: - «\)‘1 is continuous on

U (wzvtr/;)] Q spptul-

By adjusting the definition of g(2:) on a small neighborhood of «\ if necessary, we may

assume that there is a continuously differentiable function go defined on the closed convex

hull [a,b] of supppl such that golsupppl = g|supppl. Since gf, is continuous on [a, b], there

is a sequence of polynomials converging uniformly to gf, on [a,b]. Define a sequence

of polynomials p„ by
I

Pnlxl = / 1>i.(¢)d¢ + yo(¤)-
G

Since, for 2: E [a,b]

G

it follows that, for all :1: E [a, b],

I
I I|p„(¤=) — y(=¤)I = I / (1>„(¢) — y (¢))d¢I

$0

S (b — ¤)8¤1>{I1>L(¤) — 26(=)I =¤=
€ Ia, bl}-

Thus the sequence {p,;} and its derived sequence converge to g and gß, respectively

uniformly on [a,b], and hence also on spptpl. Using this, we have

I- T = y(¤¤)E1(=¤)
I

M_
-é—'?-"'·‘

I6 Ir<=¤>g6<¤>61 + g<¤>62<z> 6

Further, since p„ —> g and pg —» gg uniformly on supppl, we have p„(Tl“) —+ g(T) =

(T — /\)'1 strongly. Therefore, E We conclude that 0(T) Q spptpl.
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Now let ÄQ E p(T‘). Then, since a(T) = a(.1) = a($'1) (see (3.17.1)), we have Ao E

p($'1). Choose an open set G so that AU E G Q p($'1). Then, for all «\ E G,(:2: — «\)‘1 is

a bounded multiplication operator on L2(;11). Thus (:6 - «\)'1§u(:c) E L2(,u1) Q L1(p1),

for all A E G. Hence G FI essspptfu = 0. In particular, A0 ¢ essspptE11 = spptpl. Thus

spptpl Q 0(T), which completes the proof. E]



4. Banach Algebras and Spectral Synthesis.

4a. Introduction

In this chapter we consider a class of Banach algebras of functions which arise as

the domain of a closed operator D = 0 + d/dz as defined in Chapter 2. We identify the

maximal ideal space and argue that the problem of spectral synthesis can be solved in

this setting. It turns out that closed ideals are deterrnined by the characterization of the

closure of the graph of the operator D in cases where the closure is definitive (see Table

2.1). Special cases of this result have been given by Sarason [S] (with more of a operator

theoretic point of view) and by Jorgensen [J

Though we include some standard definitions we refer the reader to Larsen’s book

[L] (or the appropriate chapter of almost any functional analysis text) for most of the

basic definitions and elementary properties of commutative Banach algebras. We begin

by introducing the class of functions of interest here.

Definition 4.1. Let p and 1/ be positive finite measures both with common support in

the interval [0,1]. Let 1/ << m where m is Lebesgue measure restricted to [0,1], and let

dz//dm = w. Further, suppose w'1 E L1(m) and let 0 E L2(1/). Define a normed linear

space of functions (A, · A) by the following:

4.1.1. h E A if and only if h E AC[0, 1] (absolutely continuous functions on [0,1]) and

for some k E L2(u),

h(:1:) =
e'G(‘”)c

+
c"9(”) /z

e9(‘)k(t)dt
0

where

om = / 6(¢)dt.
0

4.1.2. For h E A,

I|h||Ä = |lh||1.¤(„> + ||k||i=(„)·

The following proposition describes the connection between (A, · A) and the closure of

82
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the graph of the operator D as investigated in Chapter 2.

Pnoposrrrow 4.2. The space A can be identified as follows: ifD = 0 + d/dz : L2(p) —»

L2(v) (with [1,,1/, and 0 defined as above) and if

G = : p a polynomial},

then

g-(L’(u)$L°(¤/)) =
A_

In particular, A is closed under · A.

P1zooF: In the language of Chapter 2, there is only one MILI for w"], namely the closed

interval [0,1]. Referring to Definition 2.6, we see that elements of A are precisely the

first components of Ö(p — a.e.), by letting I = [a,b] = [0,1] and noting that J = I.

Furthermore, citing Theorems 2.10 and 2.19, we see that Ö = G'. The key observation

here is that if h E AC[0, 1] and k E L2(u) where h is defined as in 4.1.1, then

Dh = 0h +
hl

= k

and thus

Ilhllfi = ||h||f„=(,.) + ||Dh||f.=(„)· Ü

The next result gives that not only is (A, · A) a Banach space but actually a Banach

algebra.

THEOREM 4.3. (A, · ||A) is a closed commutative algebra with identity and there exists a

norm, equivalent to - ||A, under which A is a Banach algebra.

PRooF: First note that if f E A, then f' E L2(u). To see this, let f E A. Then by

. Proposition 4.2, 0f + f' E L2(u). Furthermore, since

ll0fllL¤(„) S il0llL¤(„)llfllL=··[o,1},
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we see that Of E L2(u). Therefore,

f' = 0f + f' — (Of) E L20/)·

Now let f,g E A. Since both f,g E AC[0, 1], it follows that (fg)2 E AC[0, 1], and

|Ifs1IIi«(„) = Ifglzdu S ]I(fy)’IIL~[¤,11u([¤, 1]) < ¤¤·

Furthermore,

ll0(f9) + (f9)'lli,¤(„) = llgfy + f'g + 9'flli„¤(„)

S llfglli°°[0,1]ll0lli°(u)

+ llgI|i°°[0,1]llf,lli'(v) + ]lflli··[o,1]l]9'l]i¤(„)

which is finite by the argument above. Noting that pointwise multiplication of functions

is commutative and that the finiteness of p together with 0 E L2(1/) implies 1 6 A, we

conclude that A is a commutative algebra with unit.

To argue that A may be interpreted as a Banach algebra, we cite a theorem of Gelfand

(Theorem 1.3.1 of This result asserts the existence of a norm, equivalent to A, under

which A is a Banach algebra provided that A is a Banach space for which multiplication

from A x A to A is separately continuous. For our purpose, since A is commutative, it

suffices to show that for any given f E A, the map g —> fg is continuous from A to

A. Moreover, by the closed graph theorem, we need only show that {
fgg] : g E A} is

closed in A x A.

So let g„ —> g and fg„ —> h in A. Then, since A is closed and hence h E A, to complete

the proof it is left to argue that fg = h. Now since g„ —> g in A implies g„ —> g in L‘(p),

there is a subsequence converging pointwise ,u—a.e. to g. Similarly, fg„ —> h in A tells us

that there is a subsequence converging pointwise ;i—a.e. to h; without loss of generality,

we may assume g„ —> g and fg„ —> h pointwise p-a.e. Thus for p-a.e. 2: 6 [0,1],

]f(¤¤)y(¤) — h(¢)l S If(=¤)y(w) — f(==)g„(¤=)I
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+ |f(¤=)g„(¤=) — h(¤=)I

S ||fl|L~[u,1)|y(¤=) — g„(=¢)|

+ If(=·=)y„(¤=) — h(¤)I

which approaches zero. Therefore fg = h in A. El

Here we should note some justiiications for our preclusions. The assumption that
w'1 E L1(m) is crucial for this gives that the only MILI for w‘1 is closed. Without this

we could only assume f E AC';„,,,(I) and still maintain the connection with the closure

of the graph of D. But then f may not be uniformly bounded and A would lose its

multiplicative structure. Also, if 1/ is not absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue

measure, or if the set where
w”‘

is not locally integrable has positive 1/-measure, or if

the interior of the support of p contains an interval outside the support of wdx, then by

Theorem 2.24, D = 0 + d/dx is not closable. Hence A cannot have both an algebra and

graph structure. Fina.lly, the case where spptv consists of more than one closed MILI for
w“1

can be reduced to the case of a single MILI by considering direct sums. (For this,

see Lemma 2.13 which gives that the closure of Q is independently determined on distinct

MILI’s rm url).

Thus from a Banach algebra point of view and in keeping with the previous work of

this paper, it seems natural to look at the case we are presently considering.

4b. The Maximal Ideal Space and Spectral Synthesis

Having established that A is a commutative Banach algebra with identity, it is natural

to investigate its maximal ideal space. The standard technique for such an investigation is

to consider the kernels of a certain class of linear functionals on A. By the term continuous

multiplicative linear functional on A, we mean a linear functional 1* : A —> G which is

multiplication preserving and continuous in the Banach algebra norm (or equivalently
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ll · HA)- Let

A(A) = {1* : 1* is a continuous multiplicative linear functional on A}.

The idea we use is that there is a one-to-one onto correspondence between A(A) and the

collection of maximal ideals of A determined by the mapping 1* -—» ker(1*). With respect

to this association, we call A(A) the maximal ideal space of A and give it the relative

weak-* topology. We can think of its elements as functionals or maximal ideals as needed

in context, and we do so. To begin our analysis, we prove the following result.

LEMMA 4.4. For every 2:0 E [0, 1], the map 6,, : A —> (E, defined by 6,,(f) = f(x0) belongs

to A(A).

Pnoorz Let 2:0 E [0, 1]. Clearly 6,, is a multiplicative linear homomorphism from A to (IJ,

so we need only show 6,, is continuous. By the nature of the definition of f E A (4.1.1),

we begin with the special case 2:0 = 0.

Let f„ —+ f in A. Then f„ —> f in L2(;1) and k,, = 0f,, +f{, —> 0f+f’ = k in L2(1/).

Since

Ä
lkn ‘ kldm S llkn “

kllL°(¤)llw llZ¤(„,)v
l

we have k„ —> k in L1(m). By 4.1.1, solving for c„, we get

C,, = C°<=>;,,(C) —-
/ e9(‘)k,,(t)dt. (4.4.1)

o

Furthermore, ek') 6 L°°[0, 1] implies that p-a.e.

I

C„ -» C°<x>f(CC) - / e@(‘)k(t)dt.
o

Now, by definition

f(CC) = C·@<==>C + C·°<¢> /2:
e9(‘)k(t)dt

o
and solving for c, we get

C = C@<=>;(CC) - / e@(‘)k(t)dt. (4.4.2)o
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But, by letting ar = 0 in (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), we have c = f(0) and c„ = f„(0) for all n. It

follows that f(0) = lirréf(0), and hence 6,0 is continuous for 2:0 = 0.
n-9

Now let 2:0 be an arbitrary point in [0,1]. Using Theorem 1.18 [R], to show 6,0 is

continuous, it suflices to show

ker6,0 = {f E A : 6,0(f) = f(2:o) = 0}

is closed. Let f„ -+ f in A so that f„(x0) = 0 for all n, and let k„ = 0f,, + f,Q and

k = 0f+f’. Then

|f(=·=¤)| = If„(w¤) — f(¢o)I

= 1¢·@<”··>1<x„<¤> — mm
$0

+ / ·=°<*><k„<0 - k<0>d¢1¤0
S ¢'°('°)[|f„(0) — f(0)| + I|¢9||t~[o,11|Ik» — k||t·(m)]~

By our preliminary arguments, we know f„(0) —> f(0) and ||k — k„|]Li(,,,) —> 0. Thus

f(:c0) = 0 and ker(6,0) is closed. E]

The previous lemma gives a mapping from the interval [0,1] into A(A) which is clearly

one-to—one since A contains the polynomials and hence separates points. The following

result gives that this map is also onto.

T1-rEoREM 4.5. The maximal ideal space of A,A(A), is topologically isomorphic to [0,1]

and the Gelfand transform [ : A —> C(A(A)) is the identity.

Pnoor: By Lemma 4.4 and the subsequent comment, to show there exists a bijection

from [0,1] to A(A), we need only show that if r E A(A), then there is a ::0 E [0,1] so that

1·(f)= f(:z:0) for all f E A.

So let 1* E A(A). The function i(2:) = x belongs to A, so let mo = r(i). We first

show :1:0 E [0,1]. To do this we utilize the fact that if f E A so that f(:1:) 96 0 for all
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2: 6 [0,1], then f'1 E A; which we argue as follows. As noted, since f E L2(;t) we

have that f' E L2(v). Further, if f is never zero, then 1/f E AC[0,1] and there is an

6 > 0 so that |f(2:)| 2 6 for all 22 E [0,1]. Thus to prove f‘1
E A, it is left to show

9(f") +
(f")’

= 9f" — f’f'2 E L2(V)- Buß

||9f" — f’f°2l|Z·(„)

Swhichis finite.

Now for each c E (II \ [0, l],f(2:) = 27 — c is not zero on [0,1]. Hence f is invertible in

A and thus 1*(f) 96 0. But 1*(f) = 1*(i) — c = 2:0 — c 96 0. We conclude 2:0 E [0, 1].

Next we show 1*(f) = f(2:0), for all f E A. By Proposition 4.2, the polynomials are

dense in A. Moreover, since 1* is multiplicative and linear, for any polynomial p(2:) =

Z?=s¤k¤’°» m
T(1>) = Z¤1.r(¢)'° = 1>(¤o)-

1¤=o
Let f E A, and let {p„} be a sequence of polynomials so that p„ —> f in A. Then

|T(f) — f(=¤o)I S |T(f) — 1*(1>„)| + |T(1>„) — f(=¤o)|

= |T(f —1>„)| + I6„..(1>„ — f)|-

Now 1*(f — p„) —-> 0 since ·r is assumed to be continuous and 6,,, (p„ — f) —> 0 since 6,0 is

continuous by Lemma 4.4 It follows that 1* = 6,0.

To see that the topologies coincide, first let Zn —> 2: in [0,1]. Since every f E A

is continuous, it then fsuows that 6,_(f)
= f(s„) —» f(:t) = 6, for all f 6 A. Thus

6,__ —> 6, in A(A) with the relative weak-* topology. Secondly, if 6,_ —> 6, in A(A), then

6,„(f) —> 6,(f) for all f E A. But using i(2I) = x, we get 2:,, —> 17 in [0,1].

Finally, the Gelfand transforrn is defined by the formula

H6.) = am = rm
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and thus is the identity. Ü

Having characterized the maximal ideal space of A, we proceed to lay the groundwork

for the problem of spectral synthesis and the main result of this chapter. We begin by

showing that A is semisimple and regular. By semisimple we mean that the radical of A,

Rad(A), contains only the zero function, where

Rad(A) = f1{M : M a maximal ideal of A}.

The property of regularity is defined in terms of the hull-kernel topology on A(A). Towards

this, let E be a. closed subset of A(A) = [0, 1]. The kernel of E, k(E), is defined to be

k(E)={f6A : f(:c)=0fora.l1a:EE}.

Let I be an ideal of A. Then the hull of I, h(I), is defined as

h(I) = {2: E [0,1] : f(2:) = 0 for all f E I}.

The hull-kernel topology on A(A) is the topology generated by taking as the closure of a

set E C A(A), the set h(k(E)). A commutative Banach algebra is said to be regular if

the hull-kernel topology is Hausdorif (or equiva.lently the hull-kernel and relative weak-*

topologies on A(A) coincide (Theorem

7.12Tmaomam4.6. A is semisimple and regular.

Pnoorz By Proposition 7.1.1 of [L], k[A(A)] = Rad(A). Using this, we have

k[A(A)] = l¤[[0,1]] = {f E A = f(x) = 0 Vx G [0,1]} = {0}-

Thus A is semisimple. .

To see that A is regular we first use that it is sufficient to show for any closed set

E C [0,1], for any 20 ¢ E, there exists afunction f E A so that f]E E 0, but f(x0) 96 0 (see

Theorem 7.1.2 of So choose a continuously differentiable function f so that f| E E 0
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and f(a:0) = 1. We want to show f E A. Since
f’

is continuous and bounded on [0,1], we

can choose a sequence of polynomials so that pf, —> f' uniformly on [0,1]. Let

1

and notice that

f(z) =
/x

j’(¢)dz + 1.

Thus

IS
Al

IPÄÜ) * f’(¢)|d¢

SThereforep,, —> f uniformly on [0,1]. It follows that p„ —> f in L2(p) and 0p„+pf, —> Bf-}-f'

in L2(u). Hence p„ —> f in A, and it follows that f E A. EI

We are now ready to present and prove the main result of this chapter. For a semisim-

ple regular commutative Banach Algebra A, a closed set E C A(A) is said to be a set

of spectral synthesis if I = k(E) is the only closed ideal in A such that h(I) = E. The

problem of spectral synthesis is the determination of exactly which closed sets in A(A)

are sets of spectral synthesis. We show all closed sets are of this type in this instance.

The idea of the proof is as follows: if E C A(A) = [0, 1] is closed, if I = k(E) and if J is

any closed ideal in A so that h(J) = E, then J C I. Furthermore, there is an ideal Ig,

generated by a particular function g 6 J, so that I_§,_"”"^ (the closure of Ig in A) = I. But

noting Ig C J C I, we conclude J = I. The characterization of the norm closure of Ig

relies heavily on the techniques and results of Chapter 2.

THEOREM 4.7. Every closed set in A(A) is a set ofspectral synthesis.
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Pnoorz Let E C [0,1] be closed, let

I=k(E)={fEA : f(2)=0forall2EE}

and let J be any closed ideal in A so that h(J) = E. Then if f E J, we have f|E E 0.

Hence f E I and it follows that J C I.

We claim there is a function g E J so that the zero set of g,

Z(y) = {¤= 6 [0,1] = y(¤) = 0},

is exactly E. Indeed, since

E = h(J) = {2 E [0,1] : f(2) = 0 for all f E J},

for each 2 E [0, 1]\E there is a f, E J and a neighborhood U, of {2} so that f,(y) 96 0 for

all y E U,. Without loss of generality, we assume f,||A S 1. Since [0, 1] \ E is relatively

open and hence a countable union of relatively open sets whose closures are compact,

clearly we can extract a countable subcover {U,, : i = 1,2,3,...} of [0,1] \ E from

{U, : 2 E [0,1] Let
OO

{:1

Then g E J, since J is a closed ideal, a.nd is nonzero on [0,1] \ E. Therefore Z(g) = E.

Now let

Ig={fy = f6A}·

Clearly Ig is an ideal with Ig Q J Q I. We show I;"°H^ = I, from which we may conclude

J = I as needed.

To do this, we characterize the closure of {pg : p a polynomial} Q Ig by equating it

to the closure of a graph as in Chapter 2. Consider the unitary transformation

U = L2(#I(s1>1>¢y) 69 L2(¤Is1>1>¢y) —» L°(IyI2du) G9 L°(|gl2d¤/)
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via U(h€Bk) = hg‘1 6)kg"1. U transforms our problem to one of characterizing the closure

of

Ö = {püö 0p + p' :p a polynomial}

in L2(p) 69 L2(17), where 0 = 0 + g’g'°‘ E L2(x7) = L2(|g|2d1/) and dp = |g|2dp. This is

easily seen by the computation: for p a polynomial,

IIMIIÄ = ||1>y||i¤(„) + Ilüpy + py' + 1>’y||L¤(„)

= / I1>I°|yI’du + / Iäpy +1*9, +p’yI2d¤
= ||1>||l¤(|,|=„«,.) + / |(9 +

s1’y°‘)1>
+ 1>’|2|s1|2d¤

= [[Pi[i,¤(p) + HÖP + PIiii¤(s)·

As before the analysis of the closure of Ö depends on investigating the nature of the

endpoints of the MILI’s for üfl = (|g|2w)'1 and e2R°öü1“‘. Since g is continuous, the set

[0, 1] \ Z(g) = {2: : g(z) 96 0} is open relative to [0,1]. Thus we may write

[0,1] \ Z(g) = U21}; Q spptg

where each Ä is an open interval possibly modulo the endpoints 0 and 1 and where the

union is disjoint.

We restrict our attention to one such Ä with endpoints a and b. If 2: is an interior

point of Ä, then g is bounded away from zero in a neighborhood of 2:. Throughout we

have assumed w‘1
E L1(m); thus w" is both right and left integrable at 2:. We conclude

the same holds for üfl = (|g|2w)’1. Next let 2:0 be an interior point of Ä and set
i

@(2:) =/ 0(t)dt, 27 E Ä.

Then

~
I@(=¤) = (9+y’y")(¢)d¢
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= 0(t)dt - + (g’g")(t)dt
Ü Ü In

= Co + @(x) + !¤[y(¤)l,

where co is a constant. Therefore, eé(") = c(e6g)(2:) with c being a nonzero constant.

Looking at endpoints, for small 6 > 0, we have

:1+6 _ a+6
oo,

since w'1 E L1(m) implies e2R°6w" E L1(m). Similarly,

2 fb
e2R°é(')ü1'1(2:)d2: = |c|2 Äh e2R‘9(‘)w'1(:c)dx < oo.

6-6 6-6

Thus in the notation of Chapter 2, Ä = [a, b].

Now to determine the MILI’s for üfl, suppose a ¢ Ä. Then g(a) = O, and since g 6 A

we have for 27 E Ä,

s1(=¤)= ¤’°‘”’
Ä ¢°"’(6(¢)2(¢) +s1’(¢))d¢-

By using du = wda: and the Schwarz inequality we get

|y(¤=)|°

SThus
a-{-6 a+6

Ä ·u„·*(6)dz = / |g(6)|—*w·*(6)dx
:1.+6 2:

2 sup {¢2R°°")}II@°(9y + y’)IIZ?(„)(/ (w“‘(¤=)// w'1(t)dt)d<¢)
a$2:Sa+6 a a

I

2 :1+6 1 a 1= mllé (92 + y’)||;,«(„)U¤(Ä w’ (¢)d¢ — !¤(Ä w’ (¢)d¢)l
= oo.

In the same way, if b E Ä then g(b) = 0, and for 2: E Ä,

Zgo) = —e·°<*> Ä e°<*><v<¢>g<¢> + g'<¢>>d¢,
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and it follows, arguing as above, that jl); üfldm = oo. Therefore, if I; = (a,b), which is

the case where a 96 0 and b 96 1, then the corresponding MILI for 171'1 is I; = (a,b).

Considering a = 0 and g(a) 96 0, we have, since g is continuous and w“1
6 L‘(m), for

appropriate 6 > 0,
A6

ü1'1(x)da: =
A6

|g|"2w'l(:z:)d2: < oo.

Similarly, if b = 1 and g(b) 96 0, we have fbb_6 ü1“1(x)d2: < oo.

In summary, when restricting to a I; with endpoints a and b, the corresponding MILI

for 1'LF1 is I; and has one of the following forms: (a, 1], [0,b), (a,b), or [0,1] while Ü; = [a,b]

in each case. Noting that

1 - 1

/10

S Mu([0,1]) < ¤¤.

we see we are in cases in which the analysis of Chapter 2 is complete (see cases 1, 4.a, 5.a

of Table 2.1).

Consequently, the closure of Ö is L2([1) EB L2(iJ) is exactly the space described by

Definition 2.6. That is, (Ö)'L°(m®La(‘7) is the collection of all pa.irs Ä EB ll: 6 L2(;]) QB L2(17)

so that, restricting to a particular I; with endpoints a and b,

eé<=>ä(x) = eé<~>13(y)+ Äx(eéÄ:)(t)dt (4.7.1)

and, if a 6 Ü; \I;, then

eéli(a:) = /x(e9k)(t)dt (4.7.2)

and, if b 6 Ü; \ I;, then

eé13(z) = — /"(.@1„)(.).1.. (4.7.3)
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Now (4.7.2) implies (6éh)(a) = 0 when a E .7; \ I; which from above we have seen oc-

curs when g(a) = 0. In like manner, (4.7.3) gives that (eéh)(b) = 0 when g(b) = 0.

Summarizing, for z E l;1I;, (eéh)(a:) = 0 when g(:1:) = 0.

In order to show I;"°"^ = k(E), it remains to prove, if h E A and has the property

that h(x) = 0 when g(:c) = 0, then h 6 I_,f"”"^. We accomplish this by showing that, for

such an h, we have

UhwD(Uh) = hw!}

satisfies (4.7.1), (4.7.2), and (4.7.3) and is thus in the closure

ofSinceUh = h'1g = h and eé = cceg (c ;é 0),it follows that e9(')h(:c) = c‘16é(')h(x).

So we need only demonstrate that eéh satisfies (4.7.1), (4.7.2), and (4.7.3) given that h

is zero when g is zero. First of all, for 1:, y E I;

(@éh)(z1) — (eé/?)(¤=) = ¢[(@°h)(s!) — (@°h)(¤)l

= c/y(e9k)(t)dt

= c
Ay

c'1eé(t)g'l(t)k(t)dt

Moreover, (4.7.2) and (4.7.3) are satisfied if we can exhibit that (eéh)(a) = 0 when

g(a) = 0, and similarly for b. But, if g(a) = 0 then h(a) = 0 implying e@(")h(a) =
eé(°)h(a) = 0. In like manner, if g(b) = 0, then eé(b)h(b) = 0. Therefore h E k(E) results

in h Q I} E Ü“L°(ü)$L°(';) which gives that h E I;"”"^. This completes the proof of the

theorem and Chapter 4. E]



5. Complex Jordan and Subjordan Operators.

We conclude with a brief examination of how some of the work done in Chapter 2

and Chapter 3 may be expanded into the complex plane. Though few results are actually

proved, it is our purpose to pose some questions, point out some difficulties, relate our

ideas to work previously done by others, and to formulate reasonable conjectures.

5a. Definitions and a formulation of purity

Definition 5.1. An operator J on a Hilbert space K is said to be complex jordan (of order

2), if J = M + N where M is normal, MN = NM, and N2 = 0. An operator T is said to

be complex subjordan (of order 2) on H if there is a complex jordan J on K Q H so that

T = JIH.

Complex jordan operators have been studied in [A1], [A2], [B], and [BH]. In particular,

Bunce characterized a.l1 complex jordan operators as ones satisfying three algebraic

equations in a way aualogous to Helton’s algebraic formulation for real jordan operators

(J and J* being coadjoint via Definition 3.4 Complex subjordan operators have

been considered in [A1], [A2], and The primary aim of this discussion is to define a

notion of pure complex subjordan which generalizes simultaneously the notions of purity

for the case of subnormal (see and for real subjordan a.s in Chapter 3 of this paper.

To serve these dual purposes we actua.lly give three notions which we will belatedly prove

to be equivalent.

Definition 5.2. Let T be a complex subjordan operator on H with complex jordan ex-

tension J = M + N on K. Let Ho E H be a proper invariant subspace for T. Then we

say

T is pure, if T|H0 being complex jordan implies H = {0}, or (5.2.1)

T is pure, if whenever H0 is invariant for M, M", and N then H0 = {0}, or (5.2.2)

96
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T is pure, if T|H0 being normal implies H0 = (5.2.3)

We should note that in the real case (i.e. where M = M*), the analogous meanings of

purity coincide. To be exact, in 5.2.1, if the word "complex” is dropped, we have Definition

3.2, while Proposition 3.3 (replacing normal with self-adjoint) gives 5.2.3. Finally, again

taking M = M*, Proposition 3.6 is exactly 5.2.2. So we see Definition 5.2 is consistent

with, in the natural way, Definition 3.2.

Moreover these three notions generalize the idea of purity for subnormal operators. A

pure subnormal is the restriction of a normal to an invariant subspace so that it has no

nonzero reducing subspace on which it is normal (see Definition 2.2, p. 127 Clearly,

a subnormal operator A can be thought of as complex subjordan; that is, the restriction

of a complex jordan with nilpotent part N = 0. If in addition A is a pure subnormal

operator, then by 5.2.2 A can also be regarded as pure complex subjordan. Conversely if

A is a pure complex subjordan operator with normal extension in the sense of 5.2.3, then

A is pure subnormal.

We now show the equivalence of 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, beginning with the first and

third.

Pnorosrrxou 5.3. Let T be complex subjordan on K. Then T has a. nonzero invariant

subspace on which it is complex jordan if and only ifT has a nonzero invariant subspace

on which it is normal.

PRooF: If TH Q H with H nonzero, H 96 K, and T|H normal, then T|H is complex

jordan. Conversely, suppose T is complex subjordan on K and H is a nonzero invariant

subspace of K so that T|H = Mg + No is complex jordan. Without loss of generality, we

assume No 96 0. Let Ho = NOH 96 Considering h E H, we see M0N0h = N0M0h E H0.

Further, by the Fugledge-Putnam Theorem (Theorem 5.4 in [C]),
M5‘N0h

= N0M6‘h E H0.
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Thus H0 is reducing for Mo. Moreover

Tlllo = (Mo + No)IHo = MolHo-

Thus Ho is a nontrivial proper invaria.nt subspace on which T is normal. E]

In order to exhibit the equivaleuce of 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 we argue via spectral subspaces.

Let J = M + N be complex Jordan on K. We define a. spectral measure for J to

be simply EM(-) the spectral measure for the normal operator M. The idea used here is

a consequence of Proposition 3.7, that is, o;(J) = a(M The following result gives that,

with respect to E_;(·), J is a spectral operator in the sense of Dunford and Schwartz (see

[DS], pp 1930-1931).

PROPOSITION 5.4. For J = M + N, a complex jordan operator on K, let E_;(·) be the

spectral measure for the normal operator M. Then for all Borel subsets 6 of the complex

plane (II

E_;(ö)J = JE_;(6), and (5.4.1)

6(J|E_;(6)K) Q Ö. (5.4.2)

Furthermore,

for all h,k E K, the scalar valued measure < E_y(·)h,k > is countably additive.

(5.4.3)

PROoF: First of all 5.4.3 follows directly from the definition of a spectral measure for a

normal operator (see [C]: §2 and §3).

Since N commutes with M and M* (via Fugledge-Putnam) we have, by the spectral

theorem for normal operators (Theorem 3.1, p. 67, that both M and N commute

with E_;(6) for each Borel subset of the plane. Thus 5.6.1 follows.

Now let 6 be a Borel subset of (E. Since is the spectral projection for M, and

since normal operators are spectral operators, we know o(M[E_;(6)K) Q Ö. Further, by
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above, the subspace E_;(6)K is invariant for both M and N. Let M6 = M|E_;(6)K and

N; = N|E_y(6)K. Then M,gN,; = NgM5 and (N5)2 = 0. So by Proposition 3.7

6(J|E_1(6)K) = cr((M + N)|E_1(6)K)

= ¤((M6 + N6) = ¤(M6)

= ¤(M|E1(6)/€) Q 6,

which proves 5.4.2. El

Our argument giving the equivalence of 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 relies on a. procedure for

recovering spectral subspaces E_;(6)K for Borel subsets of the plane directly from J. We

define for k E K, the set

p_;(k) = {A0 E (IJ : there exists a function A —> k(A) E K,

defined and analytic on a neighborhood of A0, so that (AI — J)k(A) E k}.

By Theorem 2, p. 1933 of [DS], J has the single valued extension property. Thus

k(A) is unique and is referred to as the local resolvent of k. Further, by definition, p_;(k)

is open and contains the resolvent set p(J) of J for all k. Let o_;(k) = (Il \pJ(k). Then

0_;(k) is compact and nonempty if k 96 0. Given a Borel set 6 S (E, a spectral maximal

subspace for J is one of the form

KJ(6) = {k E K Z o_;(k) Q Ö}.

By Theorem 4, p. 1934 of [DS],

K_;(6) = E_;(6)K.

The proof of the following theorem, which gives that 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 are equivalent, follows

from the two succeeding lemmas.
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THEOREM 5.5. Let J = M+N be a complexjordan operator on a Hilbert space IC. Suppose

H $ IC is invariant for J. Then Jg = J|H is itselfjordan if and only ifH is invariant {or

M, M*, and N. Furthermore, ifJg = Mg + Ng, then Mg = M|H and Ng = N|H.

LEMMA 5.6. With J and Jg defined and jordan on K and H respectively as in Theorem

5.5, for every Borel set 6 Q (E

EJ¤(6)H E EJÜIH

where E_;°(·) and E_;(·) are the spectral measures for Jg and J respectively.

Pnoorz (Note that spectral measures are unique via Corollary 9, p. 1935 of [DS]; thus the

use of the definite article in the lemma is justified.) By the previously cited result from

[DS], we need only show

I€J„(6) E /Ca(ö)-

So let h E H and Ag E (l]\6. Then there exists a vector-valued function A —> h(A), defined
I

and analytic on a. neighborhood of Ag, so that (AI — Jg)h(A) E h. But since H $ IC this

says there is s K~vector—va1ued function A —> h(A), defined and analytic on a neighborhood

of Ag, so that (AI- J)h(A) E h. That is, for h E H, a_;„(h) Q 6”1mp11eS 6_;(h) Q 6. Hence

/C1„(6)<; KÄJ(6)· Ü

LEMMA 5.7. For all h E H, for all Borel sets in the plane,

EJ°(Ö)h = E_;(6)h.

PRo0F: By the definition of the spectral projections for J and Jg, we have, for a. Borel set

6 Q (E,

H = E„}°(6)H ® E_1„((D \ 6)H

and

K : E_y(6)IC EB E_}((Ü \ Ö)K.
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Also from Lemma 5.6, E_1°(6)H Q E_;(6)H and E,1°(C \ 6)H Q E_;(C \ 6)H. So if h E H,

we have

EJ¤(6)h G9 E1.,(¢ \ 6)h

: E_;(6)h ® E_;(C \ Ö)h

which implies E_y°(6)h = E_;(6)h. I]

PRoo1·‘ OF THEoREM 5.5: From Lemma 5.7, H is invariant under E_;(6) for all Borel sets

6 Q C. Since = EM(·), we have H is invariant under all the spectral projections for

M. In particular, H is invariant for M = f «\dE()„), and via the Fugledge-Putnam theorem,

invaria.nt for M*. Since H is invariant also under J = M + N, it follows immediately that

H is invariant for N. This gives the implication in one direction. On the other hand, if we

assume H is invariant for M, M*, and N, it is easily seen that Jo = J|H = M|H + N|H

is jordan. E]

5b. The spectra of pure complex subjordan operators and a “§§lancey—Putnam”

type conjecture

Having proposed and proved the equivalence of the three notions of purity which

provide a definition simultaneously consistent with the real and the subnormal cases, we

address the characterization of the spectra of pure complex subjordan operators. Our main

objective is to suggest an answer that is consistent with the Clancey-Putnam Theorem

[CP] for the case of pure subnormals and with the results of Chapter 3 for the real case.

Finally we show the conjecture holds in two other particular cases. We begin by stating

the Clancey-Putnam Theorem followed soon after by our conjecture for pure complex

subjordans. For a compact subset K of the plane, we denote by R(K) the uniform closure

of a.ll rational functions with poles in C \ K thought of as a subspace

ofTHEOREM5.8. (Clancey-Putnam [CP]) A compact set E of the complex plane is the spec-
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trum ofsome pure subnormal operator ifand only iffor every open disc D with DV) E ¢ 0,

R(E n D) ;é C(E n D).

As we saw in Chapter 3, the canonical model for cyclic (real) Jordan operators is

multiplication by

_ 2: 0J ' ll xl
on a direct sum of L2—spaces supported on the real line. Here the pure subjordan T with

minimal jordan extension J is J restricted to the L2-closure of {p$ p' : p a polynomial}

where T acts as multiplication by x, in that for polynomials p,

T T1 = 1 T 1 —
ip' (=¤p)’

Thus when expanding into the plane we naturally have in mind a pure complex subjordan

T with cyclic vector as restriction of to the closure of either {p QB p' : p a

polynpmial} or {r®
r’

: r a rational function with poles off a(T)} thought of as subspaces

of the direct sum of L2—spaces supported in the plane. Now in the real case, as we shall

see, the uniform closures coincide, so to maintain the connection to the Clancey~Putnam

Theorem, we make the following definition and conjecture.

Definition 5.9. Let E be a compact subset of the complex plane. We define the subspace

R2(E) of C(E) EB C(E) to be the uniform closure in C(E) EB C(E) of the manifold

{r ® r' : r a rational function with no poles in E}.

Comßcrum-1 5.10. A compact subset E ofthe complex plane is the spectrum ofsome pure

complex subjordan operator if and only if

R2(En D) ,6 C(En D) EB C(E¤ D)
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for all open discs D so that D 0 E 96 Ü.

First we notice that in at least one direction this conjecture is consistent with Theorem

5.8. Indeed a compact set which is the spectrum of a pure subnormal operator in particular

is the spectrum of a pure complex subjordan operator. By the result of Clancey-Putnam,

R(En D) 96 c(E n D)

for each open disc D for which D 0 E 96 ß. But it is easily seen directly that

R2(E n D) = C(En D) e C(E¤ D)

=> R(En D) = C(E¤ D);

for if r„ Q rf, —-> hQ k, then in particular r„ —> h. Then by the contrapositive, R(Ef1 D) Qé

C(EnD)imp1ies that Rg(EV1D) 96 C(E¤D)QC(E¤D). Thus the condition of Conjecture

5.10 holds for a subset E which is the spectrum of a pure subnormal operator.

We next show that the conjecture holds in the case that T is a pure (real) subjordan

operator. We begin with a useful lemma.

LEMMA 5.11. HE is a compact subset of the real line, then R2(E) is equal to the uniform

closure on E of the manifold {p Q p' : p a polynomial}.

PROOF: Since

{pQp’
: p a polynomial} Q {r Q r' : r rational with poles in lR\ E},

we need only show that given a rational function r with poles off E, we can find a poly-

nomial p so that p Q
p’

uniformly approximates r Q r' on E.

So let r be rational with poles in IR, \ E. Since r, and hence r', can only have a finite

number of discontinuities, the poles of r form a compact set in IR disjoint from E. Thus,

since by assumption E is compact, we can cover E by a finite set of closed finite intervals

disjoint from the poles of r and r'. Let E denote the union of these closed intervals. Then
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E is compact and if a = miTl{I : :1: E and b = ma:1:{2: : :1: E I5}, then (b — a) < oo.

Further both r and r' are continuous on E.

Now let f be a smooth continuous extension of r|E to [a,b]. Then f' is defined on

[:1, b] and r = f and r' = f' on Let 6 > 0 be given and choose a polynomial p' so that

zäi1?b]|p’(w)
— f'(=)| < §(m¤¤{1J> — ¤})"-

Define the polynomial p via

l 1>(<¢) = [1>’(¢)d1+f(¤)-
Noticing that

f(¤=) =
Ä: f’(¢)d¢ + f(¤)

we have

II1> — r||1.··(1=;~;+|I1>’— r’||L·~(m

= HP ‘ fllL¤¤(E) +
HP, ‘ f,ll[,¤¤(1f;)

S<
(b — cz);-(ma:1:{1,b — a})'1 + 6/2(ma:1:{1,b — a})"1

< 6. El

Tmszonmivr 5.12. IfE is a compact set ofreal numbers (considered as a subset of the complex

plane), then E is the spectrum of a pure subjordan operator if and only if

R2(E HI) 96 C(E¤I) 69C(EnI)

for all open intervals I so that I V1 E 96 45.

PRooF: By Theorem 3.14, we know E is the spectrum of pure (real) subjordan operator

if and only if E is regularly closed. So let T be a pure subjordan with o•(T) = E. We need

to show for a.1l open intervals I with E F1 I 96 43,

112(E n T) 96 c(E n 1) Q cw n 2).
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Or, equivalently, by Lemma 5.10, we need to show the uniform closure, on E H I, of

{péb p' : p a polynomial}

is not all of C(EV‘| I) EB C(EOI). But by Theorem 2.42 it suflices to show int(E 0 I) 96 ¢

for all open intervals I which have nonempty intersection with E. So let I be such an

interval. IfI|"1 int(E) = 45, then (int(E))’ C IC since IC is closed. Thus In E is a subset

of E disjoint from the closure of the interior of E; this contradicts our assumption that E

is regularly closed. Thus int(I O E) 3 in.t(I V1 E) = I H int(E) 96 qö, and one direction is

exhibited.

Now suppose E is compact and not the spectrum of any pure (real) subjordan op-

erator; or equivalently, suppose E is not regularly closed. Write E = E1 U E2 where

E1 = int(E) and E2 = E \ E1 96 ep. Notice E2 is nowhere dense and compact. Moreover

there must exist a component of E2 which can be separated from E1 by an open interval.

Otherwise E2 Q ÖE = ö(intE) which implies E is regularly closed, contradicting our

assumption. Choose such an interval I so that I O E1 = 45 but I O E2 96 ¢. Then I FI E2

is nowhere dense and by Theorem 3.42 and Lemma 5.10,

1z,(EnI) = c(Eni)6> C(En 1).1:1

The remainder of this chapter involves lending more credence to Conjecture 5.10 by

exhibiting two cases for which it holds. As in the development in the real instance we rely

on knowledge of when an arbitrary pair of functions (h,k:) can be approximated by one

of the form (f, f' Here we cite results by other authors instead of developing our own.

Our first example concerns totally disconnected sets.

PROPOSITION 5.13. Let T be a complex subjordan operator with E = 0(T) a totally

disconnected set. Then T is jordan. In particular, T is not pure.

PRoo1·‘: This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.18 in [Ag2]. I]
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According to E. Bishop [B2], if K is totally disconnected subset of the plane then the

uniform closure on K of {p S p' : p a polynomial} is C(K) S C(K). This coupled with

the preceding proposition tells us that if T is complex subjordan with totally disconnected

spectrum E, then both T is not pure and

R2(D n z) = c(D n z) 9 c(D n z),

which is consistent with our conjecture.

We next construct a pure complex subjordan operator T with a(T) = E in a situation

in which we know

1zi(D nz) 56 c(D n z) 9 c(D n z)

for all open discs D with D 0 E 56 ¢.

To begin let E be any smooth simple curve with no critical points. That is, there

is a one—to·one function f E C[0, 1] so that f' is nonzero and continuous on [0,1], with

E = J°(l0, Consequently, E is rectifiable. We turn to a paper by U. Fixman and L. A.

Rubel [FR] to show that in this case

R2(D V1 E) 56 C(D F! E) S C(D I'! E)

for all open discs D which satisfy D I'1 E 56 ¢>. In their paper they investigate sets K

which have the property that the graph of the differential operator f —> f', with domain

consisting of all functions f analytic on K, is closed under uniform limits. They call such

sets D-sets. Theorem 2.1 of this reference asserts that rectifiable curves are D-sets.

If E is defined as above then certainly for every open D with D V1 E 56 d>, D I'! E is a

reetifiable eurve. Thus D n E is a D-set and it follows that the uniform closure of

{fSf' : f analytic on D I1 E}

cannot be all of C(D V1 E) S C(D I"! To make this result fit our purposes we simply

note that

{r 9 r' ; r o rational function with poles in ui \ (D n E)}
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Q
{f&Bf’

: f analytic onDI']The

following construction ties up this example and completes the section.

PROPOSITION 5.14. Let E be a smooth simple curve with no critical points. Then there is

a pure complex subjordan operator T so that a(T) = E.

Pnoosz Let f be a continuous complex-valued function defined on [0,1] satisfying

f is one — to — one, (5.14.1)

j' 6 C[0, 1], (5.14.2)

f’(t) 96 0 for all t E [0, 1], and (5.14.3)

f([0,1])= E. (5.14.4)

Let Jo be multiplication by [ ä on K = L2(m) 6) L2(m) where m is Lebesgue measure

on [0, 1]. Let T0 = J0|H where H is the K-closure of the manifold {p$p’ : p a polynomial}.

Then by Theorem 3.9, T0 is a pure (real) subjordan operator with minimal extension J.

As we have seen previously, we have a C1-functional calculus available for use. That is,

since both f and f' are continuous on [0, 1], then f(T0) is multiplication

byrestrictedto H. (See the latter part of the proof of Theorem 3.17.) If we let J = Mf + Nf

where Mf is multiplication by [fg) on K and Nf is multiplication by [f,?t)on
K, then clearly J is jordan and hence T is subjordan. It is left to show T is pure and

6(T) = E.

By citing the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem in the complex plane (see Theorem 7.3.8 of

[Se]), the manifold

{p(f,_l) : p a polynomial in z and 2}

is dense in C[0, 1]. (Note: Here we use 5.14.1 to get that the manifold separates points.)

Now suppose H0 is a subspace of H which is invariant for M_; and Then H0 is

invariant for p(Mf) and p(M}‘), for all polynomials p. Thus H0 is invariant for p(M]·,
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where p is any polynomial in z and 2. By the result noted above, there is a sequence of

polynomials {pn} in z and E so that converges uniformly to g(t) = t on [0, 1].

Thus

p··<M~M¢> =
[""‘ä"’

p.&,;>] —· [5
‘2] = S»

implying that H0 is invariant for S.

Suppose further that Hg is invariant for Nf. By 5.14.2 and 5.14.3 we have as before

a sequence {pn} of polynomials in two variables so that {pn(f, converges uniformly to
(f’)“‘

on [0, 1]. Since H0 is invariant for

^'!°*’”(M*·M«’) ‘ [rio gl lp”(i>(’f)
p„Ö.?>]

_ 0 _ 0 0 0 __
]f'(¢)Pn(f»f) ol

_)
ll 0]

_N’

it follows that Hg is invariant for N. Therefore H0 S H being invariant for Mf,M}' and

Nf implies Hg is invariant for both S and N. Since To is pure this says H0 = Hence

T is also pure.

To show o(T) = E, we first show J = f(J0) is the minimal jordan extension of

T = f(T0). Considering H = : h E AC[0,1]}, we need to show that IC is the

smallest space containing H that is invariant for both Mf and N_,·. Notice that for all

h E AC[0, 1], for a.ll polynomials p

"(^’f) = lpdhhl E "·
But since functions of the form p(f’)h are dense in L2(m), this says ]L2?m)] Q IC. In

particular, for all polynomials p,

0
l1>(f’)h + 1>(f)h’l E K'

Thus

P") ‘
lp<1·>h2p<x>h'l = [wh] E

"
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for all polynomials p and all h E AC[0, 1]. Since the manifold {p(f)h : p a polynomial,

h E AC[0,1]} is dense in L2(m), we get [L2[)m)[ Q K. Therefore K = .

By Agler’s Theorem 3.8 [Ag2], a(.]) Q o(T) and 0*(T) \ 0(J) is empty or a union of1
components of (Il \ o(J Now if o(J) Q E is a non-selfintersecting arc, then (II \ 0(J) has

precisely one component, itself. Thus a(T) \0(J) = (E \0(J) or is empty. Since the former „

is absurd, we conclude 0(J) = 0(T), provided 0(J) Q E.

To see this is indeed the case, we show (II \ E Q p(J). So let «\ E (E \ E. Then both

functions (A — f(t))'1 and (Ä — f(t))“2(»\ - f(t))' are defined and continuous on [0,1].

Thus multiplication by

[ (A —_f>·* 0 _ [ °
—(«\ - f) °(^ — f)’ (A — f) 1

is bounded. The following calculation shows this operator is in fact (/\I — f(J0))“1:

[A-; 0 0 [(A — f)’ (A — f) —(«\ — f)"(«\ — f)’ (A — f)’1
_ 1 0_

l(«\ — f)’(«\ — f)'1 — (A — f)’1(«\ — f)’
ll

= [1 0[ _
0 1

In conclusion, we cite Proposition 3.7, to get that both 0(Jo) = a(S) and 0(J) =

0(Mf). Obviously, a(S) = [0,1], so by the spectral mapping Theorem, E = f([0, 1]) =

f(0($)) = 0(f($)) = 0(M:) = ¤(J) = 0(T)- Ü

{gc. A Model for Qomplex Subiordan Qperators with Qyclic Vector

We conclude with the construction of a model for a cyclic complex subjordan operator

T on H similar to that of the real case presented in Chapter 3. The basic ideas used there

are mimicked and some proofs follow exactly as before.

Recall we originally characterized H as the closure of the graph ofa closable differential

operator D if T is pure. Here the purity of T does not imply the closability of D and
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hence specific results using the structure of the closure of the graph cannot be utilized as

before. Though less precise, an analysis of purity is still possible.

Definition 5.15. Let T be a complex subjordan operator on H with complex jordan ex-

tension J = M + N on K where M is normal, N2 = 0, and MN = NM. We say J

is a minimal complex jordan extension if K is the smallest space containing H for which

M, M*, and N are invariant.

THEom·:M 5.16. Let T be a complex subjordan operator on H with cyclic vector and

minimal complex jordan extension J on K. Then there are finite positive measures fl and

1/ compactly supported in the complex plane with v absolutely continuous with respect to

ft, and a function 0 E L2(1/) so that

1c = L2(1¤) EB L2(u). (5.16.1)

J is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by the matrix function on K,

(5.16.2)

and

T is unitarily equivalent to J restricted to the closure of the graph of

D = 0 + d/dz defined on all polynomials with cyclic vector .
(5.16.3)

Conversely, an operator T defined by (5.16.3) is a cyclic complex subjordan operator

with minimal complex jordan extension J defined by (5.16.2) on K as defined by (5.16.1),

provided

the inclusion map 1 : L2(u) —> L2(v) is continuous. (5.16.4)

Pnoor: Let J = M+N whereM is normal, N2 = 0, and MN = NM. Let K1 = (RanN)l

and K2 = RanN. Letting M; = M|K;, we see by Fuglede-Putnam that K, is reducing for
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Mg, hence Mg is normal for i = 1,2. Furthermore, for some operator F : K1 —> K2 with

dense range we can write

_ M1 0 _ 0 0M-[0 M2]andN-[I, 0]

with respect to the decomposition K = K1 Q K2. Note also, since MN = NM, we have

FM1 = MgI‘.

Citing Theorem 9.1, p. 99 of [C], there exist two sequences of measures {p;}ä1 and

{1/j};?;1 satisfying pg+1 << pg and 1/g+1 << 1/_g with M1 represented as multiplication by

z on K1 = Q L2(pg) and M2 as multiplication by z on K2 = Q L2(1/_g). With

respect to these decompositions of K1 and K2, F can be viewed as the matrix operator
I‘

= [I‘g_g] where
I‘;j

:L2(pg) —> L2(pj). Ifwe designate, for i,j = 1,2,. . . ,M1g = M1|L2(pg)

and M2g = M2|L2(1/g), it follows that M2jI‘gj = I‘;_,M1g. Therefore by Abrahmse [A], for

each i, j we get the existence of a function I‘g_g(z) so that for all h E L2(pg),

(l“¢1h)(Z) = l“¢1(Z)h(Z)-

Let I’(z) be the matrix valued function with ij-coordinate I‘;g(z). Then for each h(z) =

h1(z)® hz(>=) 69 i¤ G5 Z?i1 L’(#6)

(1“h)(Z) = G9 Zl“¢1(Z)h6(=)·

We argue that T being cyclic and J being a minimal jordan extension of T implies that

without loss of generality there are compactly supported measures p and 1/ so that K1 =

L2(p) and IC2 = L’(1/). Let (g = (;1 Q (;2 Q E IC; for i = 1,2 be so that C = is a

cyclic vector for T. Then

'H = {p(T)§ : p a p0lyn0miaI}°

- 1>(z)C1(z)
] . 1 · 1 —" + p<z>e<z> ·

" " "° ”"°”"" } ‘
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Now, if we let

K1 = {p(z,2·)§1(z) : p a polynomial in two arguments}“,

kg = [span{p(z,2)I‘(z)(1(z), p(z,E)(2(z) : p a polynomial in two arg·ument.s}]“,

and K = K1 EB K2, we see 'H Q K. Moreover, if 6 K, then

h _ 0
N

·N [kl ‘ [r(z)k(z)]
€"·

h _ zh(z) -M [kl
_

[zk(z)l E K:’

and

,, h _ 2h(z) ·M [kl * [2k(z)l E ’C·

Thus K is invariant for M,M* and N. So by minimality of J, K Q K. In particular

K1 Q K1. We conclude M1 is star-cyclic. By Theorem 4.3, p. 14 of [C], there is a measure

p compactly supported in (E so that M1 is unjtarily equivalent to multiplication by z on

L’(u)-
Furthermore, since K2 = RanN and

0N = ,

Cwesee K2 is spanned (over the polynomials) by Thus M2 is star~cyclic and

we have as above a measure u compactly supported in (E so that M2 is unitarily equivalent

to multiplication by z on L2(u). This gives (5.16.1).

Noticing that now I" : L2(;1) —> L2(u) with
M2I‘

= I‘M1, it follows from [A] that there

is a measurable function I‘(z) satisfying, for some c > 0, |I"(z)| S c(d;k/du)!/2, I‘(z) = 0

on the set {z|(d;k/du)(z) > 0}, such that for every h 6 L2(;z), for 11-a.e. z,

(I”h)(z) = 1"‘(z)h(z).
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Furthermore, by arguments identical to those of Lemma 3.13, it follows that v is absolutely

continuous with respect to p,
I‘

E L2(1/) and F 96 0 1/-a.e. This last fact gives that the

transformation

U ;
L*’(„)

-» L2(|r|2d¤)

via

Uf =
f/12

is an isometry and hence the mapping

V = L200 GB L200 —· L200 69 L2(IFI2d¤)

defined by

h _ hV lkl ‘ lk/rl
is unitary (see the proof of Lemma 3.14). Therefore, replacing du by |I‘|2dv and J by

VJV'1 but retaining the prior notation, we have

_ z 0J ' ll zl
on L2(p) Q L2(u). Thus (5.16.2) holds.

Now consider the cyclic vector ( = for T. Suppose there is a set A Q spptp so

that p(A) > 0 and (1 = 0 on A. Then letting K = XA¤L2(;1)QL2(u), we see that 'H $ K, K

is a proper subspace of K, and K is invariant for M, M*, and N. This contradicts the

minimality of the complex jordan extension J on K. So we may assume (1 96 0 U-a.e.

Note that u << p implies also (1 96 0 u-a.e. Consider the isometry

h
g·‘h[hl — [.211.]

from L2(;L) Q L2(u) —> L2(|(1|2d;,4) Q L2(|(1|2du). Using this we may take as our cyclic

vector for T the vector ( = (where 0 = ({2(2 E L2(|(1|2dv) which we rename L2(du)

just as we identify L2(|(1|2dp) with L2(dp)).
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Finally, noting that

„ 1 _ z"T [0]
_

[0(z)z" +nz""] ’

we see that

H = : p a poIynomial}“

where D = 0 + d/dz : L2(;¢) —> L2(1/). This gives (5.16.3) and completes the proof in one

direction.

Conversely, if p and u are positive compactly supported measures with 11 << ,u, if

0 E L2(u) so that (5.16.1), (5.16.2), (5.16.3), and (5.16.4) hold then clearly T is complex

subjordan on H with cyclic vector and with complex jordan extension J. We need

only show J is minimal. Let K be a space so that H Q K Q K and which is invariant for

M, M", and N. Then we have

1 _ 0 ^N [0] ‘ [1] 6 ’6
Therefore if p(·, is a polynomial in two arguments it follows that

.« 0 _ p(z, 2) 0 0 _ 0 ·
"‘N’*N’ ) [1] ‘[ 0 [1] ‘ [p<z.z·>] 6 ’6‘

Since p is arbitrary, we conclude that Q In particular for all polynomials p(

is one argument gp] E K. Thus

0_
[(D1>)(z) DP 0 6 °

Now let be a polynomial in one argument. Then by the above

E ,g_

Consider the collection

{q(2)p(z) : q,pp0Iynomials}.
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By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem in the complex case (see [Se], Theorem 7.3.8, p. 155),

this is a dense set in L2(p). Therefore, [Lzé/1)] Q IC. We have shown IC = [L23'u)] +
Q IC. Thus J is minimal. Ü

For measures p and 1/ compactly supported in the complex plane with 1/ << p such

that h E L2(p) implies h E L2(u) and for 0 E L2(v), we denote by T(p, 11, 0) the restriction

of the operator J(;1, 1/,0) E on L2(p) QB L2(v), to the subspace

P§(;r,v,0) E : p a polynomial, D = 0 -1- d/dz}'.

Here the closure is in L2(;.¢)®L2(1/). Theorem 5.16 states that a.ll cyclic complex subjordans

look like a T(p,v, 0) on P§(p, 11, 0) for some triple (;1,u,0). Also, it should be noted that

by taking 1/ = 0 we get Bram’s characterization of cyclic subnormal operators (see [Br]).

The next two theorems describe exactly when T(p, 1/, 0) is actually complex jordan or the

other extreme, pure.

THEOREM 5.17. T(,u,1/,0) is complex jordan if and only ifP§(p,u, 0) = L2(;.a) EB L2(u).

PRooF: Obviously, by the preceding theorem, if P§(;1,1/,0) = L2(p) EB L2(v), then T =

T(;i,u,0) is complex jordan. So assume T is complex jordan on P§(;r,u, 0). Then by

Theorem 5.5, H = P§(p,v, 0) is invariant for M, M*, and N. Thus by the same argument

used in the last part of the proof of Theorem 5.16, replacing IC with H, we see P§(;t, u, 0) =

L2(;1.) (B L2(v). El

THEOREM 5.18. T(;1,1/, 0) is pure if and only if there is no nonzero positive measure oz,

compactly supported in the complex plane, for which P§(p,1/, 0) contains the subspace

L2(c2) 63 (0) or (0) (B L2(a).

PRooF: By Theorem 5.5, T = T(;t,1/,0) is not pure if and only if there is a nontrivial

subspace Hg of P§(p, 11,0) invariant for M, M*, and N. So assume Hg is a nontrivial

subspace of P§(;i,u, 0) invariant for M, M*, and N. We consider three cases:
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1. Ho Q kerN. Here we look at the non-zero subspace H = NH0. First note that

N*171 96 Secondly,

MH = MNH0 = NMH0 Q NH =

using Fuglede-Putnam, we have

M*1¢1 = M"NHo =
NM‘H0

Q NH = H.

Thus H = NH0 Q (0) (B L2(1/) and T|H is normal. Thus there is a measure 01 so that ·
*1-'1 = o EB L2(a).

2. Ho Q RanN = 0 6) L2(1/). Here as in the previous case, TIHO is normal. Thus

H0 = 0 G9 L2(o1) for some measure 01.

3. Ho Q KerN but Hg Q RanN. Then we consider the nonzero subspace

iz = H0 Q L2(;1)65h

- . 2 h hLet 0 E H. Then there xs a k E L (1/) so that k E H0. Now M k E H0

implies M E Thus 171 is invariant for M. Similarly H is invariant for M*

since H0 is invariant for M
‘.

Finally, noting that for E H0, N = 0 implies

, N = 0 for E We conclude that T|H is normal and hence there is a
measure a so that H = L2(ü) G) 0.

Conversely, suppose P2?(p, 1/, 0) contains a non-zero subspace of the form H0 = L2(a)6)

(0). IfHo Q KerN then we are in Case 3, above, and it follows that T|H0 is normal. Thus

by Proposition 5.4, T is not pure. On the other hand, if Hg Q K6rN, then H = NH0 is

nonzero and as seen in Case 1, TIH is normal. Hence T is not pure.

Finally, if P§(11, 1/, 0) contains a nonzero subspace of the form Ho = (0) EB L2(ü), then

Hg C RanN. Here we are in Case 2 and it follows that T is not pure. Ü

The last two theorems suggest the following questions:
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For what measures p and 1/ compactly supported in the complex plane, for what

functions 0 E L2(11), do we have

(1) (B L’(¤)
or

(2) P3(;4,1/,0) contains a nontrivial subspace of the form L2(a) 6B (0) or (0) (B L2(a)?

Both of these problems seem particularly difiicult in general though complete answers

are given in Chapters 2 and 3 when p 1/ are supported on the real line (see Theorem

2.31, the model construction and Theorem 3.17 of Chapter 3).

When v is taken to be zero, then the questions above reduce to:

For what measure p, compactly supported in the plane does

(1¤)P°(#) = L°(#)

or

(20)P2(p) splits into a direct sum with one summand an L2 — space.

Here P2(;1) denotes the closure of the polynomials as a linear manifold in L2(p).

These latter questions have been addressed and answered in some cases by various authors.

The reader may pursue work done regarding (10) in [Bre1], [Bre2], [He], [Ho], [G], [M],

[Trl], [Tr2], [Tr3], and [Tr4]. In particular, a consequence of a version of Szegö’s theorem

generalized by Kolmogoroff and Krein is that for p supported on the unit circle, P2(p) =

L2(p) provided that

/log dm = -00
where dm is Lebesgue measure on the circle (see [Ho], T. T. Trent characterized when

P2(;1) 96 L2(p) in general with the condition that there exist a finite measure 11 singular

with respect to p so for some positive constant c,

llPll1.~ S ¢HPll2.»
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for all polynomials p.

Question (20) is addressed in [Krl], [Kr2], and in the case where p is supported

on the closed unit disk D and 11 = 1/ + wdm where 1/ is carried by the open disc D, m is

Lebesgue measure on OD, and w E L‘(dm). T. Kriete shows that if supptv Q D and v is

circular symmetric then

P2(p) = P2(1/) + L2(wdm).

Here “circular symmetric" means that d1/ = dm(r)d0 for some Borel measure m on [0,1).

The interplay between m and w is investigated with various results. For example if

dm(r) = G(r)rdr, then the rate of decay of G as r
/‘

1 is a determining factor for

splitting, as is the logarithmic integrability of w. In particular, if for small 6 > 0

/1
l0glog;dr = oo

1-6 GÜ')

and if w = 0 on a set of positive Lebesgue measure in OD, then P2(;1) splits. Conversely,

if the above integral is finite and OD contains a subarc for which 1/w is integrable, then

P2(p) does not split—a condition similar to those examined in Chapter 2 of this paper.

Further references concerning when P2(p) splits include [Bre3], [Ha], [Hrl], [Hr2], [K], [N],

[V1], and [V2].
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